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Abstracts

The study region located at the southeast of Central Asian Orogenic Belt (CAOB) 

is the ideal area to research ancient accretionary orogen. It is hotly debated about the 

final closural time and position of the Paleo Asian Ocean. Some geologists advocated 

the “Solonker” suture marks the final closural zone. However, the basal geological 

materials are few reported. The tectonic evolution of our three study areas, the Hongqi, 

the Ondor Sum and the Mandula is essential and important to solve those 

controversies. The Mandula area as part of the “Solonker” suture plays a curial role 

for us to understand the Permian tectonic setting.  

We recognize several litho-tectonic units in the light of the theory of accretionary 

orogen belt in the Hongqi, the Ondor Sum and the Mandula areas. A multidisciplinary 

research including structural geology, sedimentology and geochronology make us 

propose a new possible Paleozoic tectonic evolutional model for the three study areas. 

This model reinterprets the available lithological and geochemical data. Combined 

with the precursors’ research data, we reevaluate the central Inner Mongolia regional 

tectonic evolutionary history. 

The litho-tectonic units recognized in the Hongqi-Ondor Sum area include the 

Hongqi-Ondor Sum mélange belt, the Bainaimiao arc belt, North China Craton and 

some post-orogenic unconformably sedimentary rocks. The matrix of the 

Hongqi-Ondor Sum mélange belt mainly consists of sericite-chlorite schists, 

chlorite-quartz schists, sericite-quartz schists, chlorite-epidote schists and tuffaceous 
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sandstones. Various sized of blocks, for example, marble, sandstones, pillow basalt 

and blueschist are imbedded in the matrix. The Bainaimiao arc is composed of the 

Bulongshan Formation and the Hala Formation in Hongqi area, granitic plutons in the 

Bater Obo, and amphibolitic intrusions, plagiogranite, gabbro in the Tulinkai area.  

The Hongqi-Ondor Sum mélange belt experienced two phases’ ductile 

deformations and one phase ductile-brittle deformation. D1 is responsible for the 

regional greenschist foliation S1, elongated mineral lineation L1, and intrafolial fold F1. 

The kinematic criteria, such as sigmoidal object, oblique fabric, mica fish, shear band 

etc. indicates a top-to-the-NW shearing sense. D2 is characterized by various sized of 

unsymmetrical folds with nearly NE axis corresponding to the NW thrust shearing. D3 

formed the regional framework in the Hongqi and the Ondor Sum areas. It developed 

typical SE trending upright fold in the Hongqi area whereas formed an E-W strike 

antiform structure in the Ondor Sum. The Devonian sediments are involved in the D3 

deformation, confining a lower deforming time limit.  

We present a U-Pb zircon concordia age of 485±14Ma for a metavolcanic block 

in the mélange, suggesting it from the upper plate volcanic arc. The mélange belt 

contains Silurian fossiliferous limestone blocks, which is the youngest blocks in the 

mélange for current knowledge. The Early Devonian clastic sediments and 

fossiliferous carbonate rocks unconformably covering the Hongqi-Ondor Sum 

mélange belt and the Bainaimiao arc belt suggest a coastal sedimentary environment. 

All those geological data support that a broad ocean has disappeared; Oceanic crust 

subduction terminated by the arrival of a potential microcontinent during Late 

Silurian and Early Devonian. 

The Mandula area contains olistostrome sediments, turbiditic sediments and 

volcano-sedimentary rocks. The olistoliths including limestone, sandstone, volcanic 

blocks and siliceous mudstone are imbedded in the matrix of disordered or 

semi-continuous sandy and argillitic sedimentary beds. Turbidite developing typical 

Bouma sedimentary sequence is divided as coarse turbiditic sedimentary subunit and 

fine turbiditic sedimentary subunits. The Dashizhai Formation consisting of several 
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sequences of volcano erupting, effusive sediments and intermittent sediments presents 

a littoral environment. The Zhesi Formation interpreted as alluvial environment 

features by upperward fining and thinning conglomerate, coarse grain sandstone and 

fine grain sandstone association.  

The basaltic lavas in Mandula give a U-Pb concordia age of 289 ± 4Ma. A group 

of zircon xenocrysts are detected with U-Pb average age of 434 ± 4 Ma. Those 

xenocrysts are well proved the Permian magmatism is contaminated or metasomatized 

by Early Paleozoic arc magmatic materials. Therefore the Permian magmatic rocks 

present some arc-like features geochemically. A gabbro vein with U-Pb concordia age 

of 257 ± 1Ma intrudes into the turbiditic sediments implying it not typical ophiolitic 

fragments. The xenocrysts of ca.1850Ma, 1600Ma 1000Ma in the gabbro suggest a 

potential Precambrian crystalline basement in deep.  

The limestone olistolith possibly came from the southern the Amushan 

Formation in the Hongqi area due to similar fossil associations. Detrital zircon grains 

in sedimentary samples have two notable age peaks of ca.270-280Ma and 

ca.420-440Ma, and several grains of 700-1000Ma 1800-2200Ma and 2300-2500Ma. 

These two grain peaks argue the Mandula study area received the southern 

Bainaimiao arc materials and coeval Permian volcanic erupting materials nearby. The 

1800-2200Ma and 2300-2500Ma grains probably are related to the North China 

Craton whereas the grains of 700-1000Ma are common in the southern Mongolia. 

Therefore a microcontinent is deduced existing to the north of study area. 

The regional lithological and structural features, temporal and spacial 

distribution of these litho-tectonic units and available geochemical data lead us to 

conclude a rifting setting in Permian. The paleogeography features a deep water 

environment in the southern Mandula while shallow or littoral environment in the 

north on the basis of sedimentary facies analysis. The so called “Solonker” ophiolitic 

fragments indeed are olistostrome. Typical ophiolite components, for example, 

ultramafic blocks and cherts are not observed in the Mandula area.   
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The sediments and volcanic rocks in Mandula area subject a nearly NW-SE or 

N-S compressional shortening, which is named D4 following the order in the study 

region. D4 presents various types of folds in the turbiditic sediments with well 

developed cleavage, such as isoclinal folds, recumbent fold and overturned folds. The 

volcanic rocks and coarse grains deposits in the northern Mandula are characterized 

by E-W or ENE-WSW trending open folds. We argue that the folding in the Late 

Permian to Early Triassic finally leads to the rift closure. 

Key words: Central Inner Mongolia; Central Asian Orogenic Belt; Polyphase 

deformation; Sedimentary facies analysis; Tectonic evolution 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

Section 1.1 Research background 

1.1.1 Accretionary orogens 

Currently three end-member types of orogens are recognized namely, collisional, 

accretionary and intra-cartonic (Cawood et al., 2009, Fig.1-1-1). Collisional orogens 

related to continent-continent collision imply that the mountian building occupy the 

internal location among the assembled continents (Wilson, 1966; Dewey, 1969). 

However, this model can not explain the orogenic belts that lie at the plate margin 

characterized by continuing subduction and accretion. These belts are termed 

accretionary orogens, also refers as non-collisional or exterior orogens, Cordilleran-, 

Pacific-, Andean-, Miyashiro- and Altaid-type orogens, or zones of type B subduction 

(Matsuda and Uyeda 1971; Crook 1974; Bally 1981; Murphy and Nance 1991; 

Windley 1992; Sengor 1993; Sengor and Natal’in 1996; Maruyama 1997; Ernst 2005; 

Cawood; 2009). 

 

Fig.1-1-1 Schematic cross-sections through (a) collisional, (b) accretionary and (c) intracratonic 

orogens (after Cawood et al., 2009) 
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Our understanding of the evolutional process for accretionary orogens is 

moderately well established in modern orogens such as the Andes, Japan, Indonesia 

and Alaska. The western and northern Pacific extending from Indonesia via the 

Philippines and Japan to Alaska, and the North and South American Cordillera are 

archetypical modern examples. The ancient examples, taking the Phanerozoic Terra 

Australis and Central Asian orogens for example, also contribute to the understanding 

of accretionary orogens (Windley 1992; Kroner et al., 2008; Cawood et al., 2009). 

Accretionary orogens include accretionary prism, island arcs, back-arcs, dismembered 

ophiolites, oceanic plateaux, old contienntal blocks, post-accretion granitic rocks, 

syn-deformation metamorphic rocks and clastic sedimentary basins (Cawood, 2009).  

The accretionary prism is usually associated with the offscraping and 

underplating of matrial from the downgoing plate to the upper plate in intraoceanic or 

continental subduction zones. High fluid pressure and shearing lead to a spectrum of 

strucutre within the prism ranging from discrete thrust imbrication of relatively 

coherent sedimentary packages to chaotic melange formation. Locally, the sequence 

displays a distinctive ocean plate stratigraphy consisting, from bottom to top, of a 

succession of mid-ocean ridge basalt (MORB), chert, hemipelagic mudstone, turbidite 

or sandstone and conglomerate. All these materials preserve a record of deformation 

and metamorphism during the burial in the lower plate, the accretion process at 

maximum depth, and exhumation in the upper plate (Kimura et al., 1996; Agard et al., 

2001, 2009; Lister and Forster, 1996; Stanek et al., 2006). The high-P/Low-T 

metamorphism may occurred at both the wedge and/or in the subduction channel 

(Platt, 1993; Ring et al., 1999; Jolivet et al., 2003; Agard et al., 2009; Guillot et al., 

2009). The downward migration of subducting materials creates a serieous of faults, 

including subduction thrust, later reverse faults, or out of sequence thrust, high-angle 

and detachment normal faults, and strike-slip fault systems which alter substantially 

their original architecture(Ring and Brandon, 1994; Ring et al., 1999; Ring and Layer, 

2003; Mann, 2007). The arrive of the low-density continental material in the 

subduction channel is generally thought to be responsible for the choking of 

subduction and linking to ocean closure, which then stops or jumps outboard of the 
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continental block (Ernst, 2005; Chopin, 2003; Stern, 2004). When a large buoyancy 

mass (e.g. continental plate, large sea mount) enters the subduction zone, after a 

restricted period of time of being dragged into subduction belt, the collision develops.  

Accretionary orogens usually are divided into two types, namely retreating and 

advancing based on the relative velocity of two plate and contrasting geological 

character(Royden 1993). Accretionary plate margins and orogenic systems can switch 

between phases of advance and retreat (e.g. the Lachlan segment of the Terra Australis 

orogen; Collins 2002), Also the accretionary orogen can undergo multiple cycles of 

tectonic mode switching that the dock of microcontinent at a convergent plate margin 

was followed by a stepping out of the subduction zone beyond the accreted terrane 

(Lister et al., 2001; Beltrando et al., 2007).  

Island arc accretion in the accretionary orogen is important, for example, Japan 

(Isozaki 1996; Maruyama 1997) and Alaska (Sisson et al., 2003). The magmatism of 

Accretionary orogens can range from mafic to silicic. Magmatic arc activity is 

characteristically calc-alkaline in composition but also contain components ranging 

from low-K tholeiite to shoshonitic which partly depends on the nature of the 

interaction of the magma with the arc substrate (Tatsumi and Eggins 1995). Arc 

magmatism within accretionary orogens is invoked as the major source of continental 

growth. Geochemical and isotopic data have shown that the composition of 

continental crust resembles subduction-related igneous rocks and suggest a 

progressive growth modle of continental crust through time (Taylor 1967; Taylor and 

McClennan 1985; McCullonch and Bennett 1994; Arculus 1999). Thus, research the 

accretionary orogen belt is critical to clarity plate tectonics and to  understand the 

significant crustal growth process (Sasmon and Patchett 1991; Sengor and Natal’in 

1996; Jahn et al., 2000; Wu et al., 2000; Jahn 2004). 

1.1.2 A brief introduction of Central Asian Orogenic Belt (CAOB) 

The Central Asian Orogenic Belt (CAOB), also called Altaids (Altaid Tectonic 

Collage, Sengor et al., 1993; Sengor and Natal’in, 1996) is a complex collage of 

island arcs, micro-continental fragments and remnants of oceanic crust as well as 
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small forearc and backarc basins. It situated between the Siberian craton to the north 

and the Kazakhstan, North China and Tarim cratons in the south. To the east, the 

western margin of the Precambrian silvers of Mongolia and northeast China is a 

suggested border of the CAOB. To the south, the boundary follows the northern 

margin of the Karakum, Alai-Tarim, and North China cratonic blocks. In the west, the 

boundary starts near the Caspian Sea and then follows the Main Urals faults as a 

principal boundary between the non-oceanic and oceanic complexes (Fig.1-1-2, 

Sengor et al., 1993, Mossakovsky et al., 1994; Sengor and Natal’in, 1996; Yakubchuk 

et al., 2002; Jahn et al, 2000; Badarch et al., 2002; Jahn, 2004; Xiao et al., 2003, 2008; 

Windley et al., 2007).  

 

Fig.1-1-2 the Central Asian Orogenic Belt and adjacent structures (modified after Alexander 

Yakubchuk, 2004) 

Sengor et al. (1993) and Sengor and Natal’in (1996) synthesize that the Central Asian 

Orogenic Belt formed from c.542Ma to 250Ma involving one main island arc 

(Kipchak-Tuva-Mongol arc) along the outboard marin of the Baikalides and 

Ore-Uralides orogen. This arc collaged to Siberia and Baltica by differential rotation, 

causing the arc duplication and oroclinal bending by the late Carboniferous. Some 

researchers enlightened by the geology and tectonics of the modern western Pacific 
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suggested that island arcs, oceanic islands, seamounts, accretionary wedges formed in 

the Palaeo-Asian ocean and accreted to the margins of Siberia and Baltica. 

Simultaneously several Precambrian blocks were rifted off the margins of Gondwana 

and/or Siberia and drifted to dock with the growing accretionary margins (Zonenshain 

et al., 1990; Mossakovsky et al., 1993; Badarch et al., 2002; Khain et al., 2003). 

 

1.1.3 Paleozoic tectonic evolution controversy and problems in Inner Mongolia 

The vast territory of Central Inner Mongolia lies in the eastern part of the CAOB, 

also called Manchurides (Sengor and Natal’in, 1996; Fig.1-1-2). Numerous research 

have been carried out around the tectonic division and evolution, sedimentology, 

magmatism, structural deformation, paleobiogeography, and paleomagnetism of Inner 

Mongolia since several decades. However, there are markedly conflicting 

interpretations on some questions, such as the tectonic affiliation of the Permian 

marine basin in the eastern Paleo-Asian orogens, the postion and timing of the 

collision between the Sino-Korean and Siberian Paleoplates (Wang and liu 1986; Shao 

et al., 1991; Xiao et al., 2003; Zhang et al., 2008, 2011; Jian et al., 2008, 2010; Xu et 

al., 2012 ). The Solonker (also called Solon Obo) suture is considered by most of 

geologists as the major structure that delineates the final location of the Paleo-Asian 

Ocean (Sengör and Natal’in, 1996; Xiao et al., 2003; Windly et al., 2007; Chen et al., 

2009; Jian et al., 2010). However, the exact position of the Solonker suture is still in 

controversy. Some geologists advocated that the suture line extends from Solon Obo 

to the Hegenshan (Shao 1991; Nozaka and Liu 2002). On the contrary, some believes 

that the suture extends from Solon Obo eastwards through the region of Linxi and 

XarMoron river (Wang and Liu 1986; Tang 1990, 1992; Sengor and Natal’in 1996; 

Xiao et al.2003).  

Several different models have been proposed to explain the tectonic evolution of 

Inner Mongolia involving closure of ocean basins by multiple/doule-opposite 

subduction, accretion and collision of island arcs and microcontinents, and formation 

of multiple suture zones. Here list the main models: 

1) Xiao et al.(2003) proposed a model for the evolution of the CAOB with three 
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main stages that are related to progressive two-way subduction of the Paleo-Asian 

Ocean (Fig.1-3): 1) early to mid-Paleozoic Japanese-type subduction-accretion, 2) a 

Permian Andean-stage when the two opposing margins became sufficiently 

consolidated, and 3) continent-continent collision, leading to the formation of the 

Solonker suture zone at the end of the Permian during the final closure of the 

Paleo-Asian Ocean due to its coeval southward and northward subduction beneath the 

Tarim and North China cartons and Siberia, respectively. This process was 

accompanied by emplacement of immense volumes of mafic and granitic magmas 

(Chen et al., 2000; Jahn et al., 2000, 2004; Wu et al., 2002).  

2) Jian et al. (2008, 2010) proposed two phases of orogenic cycles with a 

timporal gap of ca. 120Ma. The southeastern CAOB evloved in a progression from 

oceanic subduction/arc formation (ca.500-438Ma), to ridge subduction 

(ca.451-434Ma), and microcontinent accretion/collision (ca.430-415Ma). The 

Permian-Triassic orogenic cycle is associated with pre-subduction extension 

(ca.299-290Ma), subduction initiation (ca.294-280), ridge-trench collision 

(ca.281-271Ma) and slab break-off (ca.255-248Ma).  

3) Recently, Xu et al., (2012) recognized several litho-tectonic units in Inner 

Mongolia on the basis of regional lithological correlation and geochronology. It 

argued that during early Palezoic, a south-directed oceanic subduction below the 

North China Craton coeval with a north-directed oceanic subduction. Finally, the two 

opposite subduction systems ended around 420-380Ma.  

These numerous differing models are mostly based on various types of 

geological data such as regional stratigraphic correlation, paleomagnetism, 

paleontology, geochronology and geochemistry (Zhang and Tang, 1989; Tang, 1990; 

1992; Shao, 1991; Ren et al., 1999; Nozaka and Liu, 2002, Chen et al., 2000, 2008; 
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Fig.1-1-3 the exiting modles about the tectonic evolution of Inner Mongolia 

 

Jian et al., 2008, 2010). However, none appears to account for all the geological data. 

Here we synthsis all these problems about several geodynamic scenarios:  

A) Although there were several models, the structure of this zone is poorly 

constrained, so that it is difficult to evaluate these models.  

B) It is widely regarded that the Solonker suture represents the final closure 

positon of CAOB. However, there is rare geological data are documented about the 

Solon Obo ophiolite and surrounding geology.  
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C) The Permian tectonic affinity in Inner Mongolia is arc or rifting setting. It is 

still debated problem, even though plenty of geochemical data were reported.  

D) The feaures of microcontinent that involved in the evolution of CAOB is 

another problem. Rare existing evidences are reported, even though plenty of models 

mentioned the existence of a microcontinents titled the South Gobi microcontinent 

(Sengör and Natal’in, 1996; ), South Mongolia microcontinent (Xu et al., 2012) and 

Hutag Uul terrane (Badarch et al., 2002).  

Thus, the structural deformation data, new geological observation about the 

Solonker ophiolite and new age dating data are important and will be critical 

constraints about the eastern segment of the CAOB.  

 

1.2 Research contents and methods 

To solve the problems mentioned above, three research areas, Hongqi area, 

Onder Sum area and Mandula area respectively, are seleted to carry out detailed 

geological mapping about Paleozoic lithological and structural feasures. A 

multidisciplinary research was carried into execution in this project, including: 

1) Differentiating the litho-tectonic units concerning the accretionary orogenic 

process on the basis of regional geological survey, lithological correlation and 

deformation features. Recognizing the relationship between the differing the 

litho-tectonic units.  

2) Structral analysis: recording the geometric and kinematic characteristics, 

especially the mélange belt. Differentiating the successive deforming phases to 

discuss the relationship with the subduction-collision process. 

3) Sedimentary facies analysis: analyzing the sedimentary facies and 

sedimentary environment on the basis of sedimentary stratigraphy geometry, thickness 

and distribution, sedimentary structure etc. Discussing the relationship between 

stratigraphic development and the collision and/or rifting phases.  

4) Geochronology and provenace analysis: with the help of the detrital zircon 

dating method, creating the litho-geochronlogical framwork in the study area. 

comparing the age distribution with the regional particular tecotnic event to anaylize 

the sediementart provenace.  
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Finally, synthesizing our geological survey data and precursors’ research results, 

a tentative geodynamic evolution model was proposed about the Central Inner 

Mongolia to solve the problems mentioned above and to evaluate the existing 

geodynamic modles. 
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( the North China Craton) 
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(The Bainaimiao Arc Belt) 
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(The Ondor Sum Subduction/Accretion Belt)
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(The Bainaimiao Arc Belt in Hongqi area) 
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(The Hongqi melange belt) 
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(The overlying sedimentary succession) 
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(the structual and kinematic analysis) 
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Chapter 6  The Paleozoic Tectonic evolution in Central Inner 

Mongolia 

 

Section 6.1 The Litho-geochronological Framwork  

We divided the Paleozoic litho-stratigraphy into several litho-tectonic units in the 

Hongqi area, Ondor Sum area and Mandula area based on the lithological and 

deformation features. They are the North China Craton, the Bainaimiao Arc Belt, the 

Hongqi-Ondor Sum Mélange Belt, the Olistostrome Unit, the Turbidite Unit and the 

volcano-sediemntary Unit from south to north.  

Numerous paleontolgical and radioative isotopic data show that the Bainaimiao 

arc magmatism spaned the whole Ordovician age. The tuffeous sandstones in the 

Bainaimiao Arc Belt croping out in the Hongqi, Ondor Sum (Tulinkai) area contains 

the fossils of graptolite, such as Callograptus sp., Desmograptus sp. Dictyonema 

sp.,Aspidograptus sp., Dicranograptus? sp., designate age of Ordovician (Tang et al., 

1992) . The Bater Obo magmatic intrutions with arc signatures in the Hongqi area 

were dated at ca.440-460Ma (Xu and Tao, 2003; Jian et al., 2008; Li et al., 2010; 

Appendix 1). The age of rhyolite and dacite in the Bainaimiao area is ca. 474-439Ma 

(Zhang et al.,2012; Appendix 1). Geochemically, the Bainaimiao arc volcanic rocks 

display high Sr and low Nd isotopic signature, indicating to some extent contaminated 

by the crust material, argue that is continental margin arc magmatism (BGMRIM, 

1991; Xiao et al.,2003 Jian et al.,2008).  

The Hongqi-Ondor Sum mélange developed from the Ordovician to, at least, 

before the Devonian evidenced by the Devonian red sandstones unconformably 

covering the mélange belt in the Hongqi area. De Jong et al.(2006) reported that 

quartz mylonite in the Wulan valley yielded Ar/Ar age of 453Ma and 449Ma. This 

study shows that the metavolcanite block in the Hongqi mélange belt yields 484 ± 14 

Ma. It is worth noting that the Silurian deformed limestone as blocks cropping out in 

the Hongqi mélange belt, suggesting Devonian the maximum age. All these data argue 

that the ocean crust subduction was not terminated untill Devonian.   
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Our study displays that the Basalts in the Mandula area yields concordant age of 

289 ± 4Ma, close to others’ research results (Jian et al.,2010; Chen et al.,2012). The 

Basalts contains one remarkable zircon claster with average age of 434 ± 4 Ma. These 

zircon xenocrysts are interpreted that the basaltic magma were contaminated by the 

Ordovician arc material. Thus it shows slightly arc magmatic geochemical signature 

(Jian et al.,2010 Chen et al.,2012).  

Zhang et al.(2011) documents the Early Permian mafic and felsic volcanic rocks 

from the northwestern Inner Mongolia. The geochemical and geochronological 

research shows that the mafic rocks generate from two mantle source components: the 

subduction-related metasomatized asthenosphere and lithospheric mantle; whereas the 

fesic rocks involves partial melts of mixed sources composed of predominante 

juvenile basaltic underplates and minor ancient crustal materials.  

The Zhesi formation geometrically covering the Dashizhai volcanic rocks 

includes numerous fossils of Brachiopods, bryozoans, corals, sponges with age of 

middle Pemian. (Grabau, 1931  Mueller et al., 1991  Wang et al.,2002 Leven et al., 

2001 wang et al.,2005). 

The turbidity current is common in the deep water environment,  for example 

slope environment,  oceanic plain (Reading et al., 1996 . The development of 

turbiditic sediments in the Mandula area suggest the potential deep water setting 

caused by the Permian rifting. 

The olistostrome generally develops in slope environment that has close 

relationship with turbiditic sediments (Jacobi, 1984  Postma, 1984  Christopher et 

al., 1987  Liuz, et al., 1998  Direen, et al., 2008). The olistostrome geometrically 

overlies the turbidite unit. Both of them suggest a deep water setting.  

What is the real sedimenting age of the turbidite and the olistotrome in this study, 

since several relatively younger zircon grains were detected, which are ca.255Ma (2 

grains), 250Ma(1 grain) and ca. 245Ma (3 grains). For our current knowledge, there 

are three possibilities about the origin of these younger grains: 1) they probably come 

from the regional ca.240-250Ma magmatic plutons. It means these late Permian/early 

Triassic plutons have exhumated and eroded after their emplacement. However, the 
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related exhumated structure and geological records are poorly discovered. 

Furthermore,much more zircon grains should be expected rather than a few, if the 

ca.240-250Ma plutons were potential sources.Therefore,it seems that this explaination 

is difficult to realize. 2) These younger grains were contributed by the regional 

simutaneous volcanic eruption.Jian et al.(2010) discovered ca.252Ma andesite to the 

north of study area.However,it appears to be doult due to the lack of age peak in those 

grains. More geological survey are due to answer this question. 3)those younger ages 

are caused by the loss of Pb,the U-Pb systerm is not completely closed. Whereas the 

true age close to the peak age,ca.270-280Ma. The third possibility is more logical 

condering the regional geological record. Also,it is consistent with the fact that the 

257Ma gabrroic vein cutting the turbiditic sequences in our field observation. In this 

study, we assigned the developing age of turbidite and olistostrom as earlier late 

Permian (Fig.6-1-1). 

Section 6.2 Polyphase deformation and time constraints 

Four phases deformation were recognized in the three study areas based on the 

field observation and micro structural analysis. the first two phases developing on the 

Hongqi-Ondor Sum mélange  belt are ductile deformation.  

D1 is responsible for the pervasive S1 foliation, NW-SE striking L1 streching 

lineation and F1 intrafolial folds. These microstructures are coeval with a green schist 

facies metamorphism. During D2, NW-verging F2 folds associated with a S2 axial 

planar cleavage deformation S1 and L1. The D2 can be interpreted as the 

continuationof the same ductile shearing under less penetrative conditions. In both 

Hongqi and Ondor Sum areas, the D1 kinematic criteria, such as Pressure shadows, 

Mica fish and sigmoid porphyroclast, indicate a top-to-the-NW sense of shearing. D3 

event is defined by SE-NW striking upright folds in the Hongqi area, whereas by 

SW-NE striking antiform in the Ondor Sum area. At the macroscopic scale, F3 folds 

deform the S1 foliation, resulting in formation of the general antiformal structural 

framwork of the mélange belt. The Early Devonian red sandstone unconformably 

covering the melange unit does not record the D1 and D2 event, and thus provides an  
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Fig. 6-1-1 The chart of magmatic events in the central Inner Mongolia 

upper time limit for the termination of the ductile events. The Km-scale upright 

folding involves the Devonian and Carboniferous rocks.  

D4 phase invoves the Permian stratigraphy that was recognized in the Mandula 

area. It is represented by a series of isoclinal folds, overturned folds and recumbent 

folds in the turbidite unit and olistostrome unit with nearly SW-NE or E-W axis. 

Penetrative cleavage is pervasive in the turbidite unit. However, the deformation is 

represented by nearly E-W striking open fold without cleavage in the relatively 

competent volcan-sediments of the Zhesi Formation and Dazhizhai Formation. It is 
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worth noting that those folded rocks were covered by the southern Mesozoic 

extensional basin sediments (Meng, 2003). Aslo, the Triassic undeformed plutons 

were widely spreaded in the study area. Therefore, those folds caused by nearly N-S 

shortening should happened between the late Permian and early Triassic. 

Section 6.3 A possible geodynamic evolutional modle 

The Ordovician to Silurian Subduction: An Early Paleozoic SE-dipping 

Paleo-Asian Ocean subduction zone developed along the northern margin of North 

China Craton from Hongqi to Ondor Sum area. This oceanic subduction gave rise to 

the Bainaimiao magmatic arc, and the Hongqi and Ondor Sum mélange units 

(Fig.6-3-1A). Both the Hongqi area and the Ondor Sum area experienced two ductile 

deformation phases before the Early Devonian. Although radiometric ages for each 

phase are not settled, the deformation styles are comparable between the two study 

areas. Namely, 1) the main event, D1, is responsible for the development of the S1 

foliation, NW-SE striking stretching lineation (L1), and intrafolial folds (F1) with axes 

parallel to L1. In Hongqi area, D1 is coeval with a green schist facies metamorphism 

whereas, in Ondor Sum area blue schist facies relicts, such as glaucophane, phengite 

are locally preserved (Tang et al., 1993; De Jong et al., 2006). Our kinematic 

observations show a top-to-the NW sense of shear in both study areas. F1 folds 

correspond to a-type folds formed during the ductile shearing. The D1 structural 

elements are subsequently deformed by a D2 event represented dominantly by 

numerous NW-verging asymmetric folds associated with an axial-planar crenulation 

cleavage (S2). Due to the subsequent deformation (D3), S2 dips either to the SE or to 

the NW in the Ondor Sum area whereas, dips to the NE or the SW in the Hongqi area. 

However, the fold vergence is consistently to the NW. At Ulan valley, the north 

dipping schists that constitute the north limb of the antiform show top-to-the NW 

sense of shearing. Our structural observations and kinematic data do not support a 

Late Precambrian to Cambrian north dipping subduction giving rise to the Ulan arc 

(Xiao et al., 2003). Moreover, the alkaline geochemical signature displayed by the 

deformed pillow basalt of the “Ulan arc” suggests that they originated in a sea-mount 
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setting (Huang et al., 2006). The blueschist and quartz mylonites with age ranging 

426~453 Ma (Tang and Zhang, 1991; De Jong et al., 2006) recorded the Ondor Sum 

subduction event. In the Hongqi area, the deformed Late Silurian fossiliferous 

limestone blocks mark the youngest age of the Hongqi mélange.  

The Late Silurian Collision: The collision likely occurred in Late Silurian, 

since the Early Devonian red sandstones unconformably cover the Hongqi mélange. 

Accretionary tectonics and magmatism must have been stopped at that time. 

Subsequently, a Late Carboniferous platform limestone developed in a vast area, 

extending throughout the eastern part of Inner Mongolia (BGMRIM.1991). This 

formation discordantly overlaid the Hongqi-Ondor Sum mélange and Bainaimiao arc 

unit. In our study area, the most likely is that a microcontinent, here named the 

Southern Gobi microcontinent, following Sengor and Natal’in, (1996), entered in the 

trench and collided with the Andean active margin of the North China craton 

(Fig.6-3-1B).  

The Early Permian Intracontinental rifting: in the Mandula study area, Late 

Carboniferous to Early Permian series are characterized by a syn-rifting sedimentation 

coeval with a basaltic and acidic volcanism. The basalts are tholeiitic series, with low 

TiO2 and P2O5, flat REE, or slightly depleted LREE spectra, enrichment in LILE but 

strong depletion in Nb and Ta, and initial 
87

Sr /
86

Sr = 0.7046-0.70537, Nd=3.4-7.8 

(Jian et al., 2010; Chen et al., 2012). These features were interpreted as N-MORB 

with arc signature, indicative of proto-arc in a supra subduction zone setting (Jian et 

al., 2010). By contrast, Chen et al (2012) argued for a juvenile ocean basin setting 

with magma genesis of enriched mantle or N-MORB-like depleted asthenospheric 

mantle contaminated and metasomatised by arc material. The later interpretation is 

supported by our 437Ma and 1400-1800 Ma zircon xenocrysts in basalt that might be 

scavenged by the acending magma. The acidic-intermediate volcanic rocks with age 

of 272Ma (Chen, 2011) display a pronounced A-type affinity and a significant 

contribution of crustal-derived rocks in their petrogenesis (Chen. 2011). The coeval 

basaltic and acidic volcanic rocks suggest a bimodal signature, indicative of 

intracontinental rifting.  
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Therefore, we propose that an intracontinental rift developed from Late 

Carboniferous to Early Permian in the Mandula area (Fig.6-3-1C). The rifting gave 

rise to the N-MORB-like basalt, the turbidite and the olistostrome units that received 

the rewoked the Early Palezoic deposits (Fig. 6-3-1C, inset). During this period, a 

narrow sea basin was likely created, but evidence for an oceanic crust is lacking. 

However, Late Guadalupien (~270Ma) radiolarians are found in mudstone boulders 

enclosed in the Late Permian conglomerate (Shang, 2004). These mudstones 

deposited in a deep sea basin and reworked in the Late Permian strata.  

The Late Permian-Early Triassic closure of the rift: At that time, the study 

area experienced a compressional tectonics. The crust of one potential microcontinent, 

previously heated and thinned during Early Permian rifting, was sliced by 

NW-directed thrusts along weak crustal shear zones whereas the Early Paleozoic 

suture zone was inactive. This intracontinental tectonics was responsible for the 

NW-verging folds in the olistostrome and turbidite units (Fig.6-3-1D). Later the crust 

thickening results to the development of Triassic high K alkline/Calc-Alkline 

intrusions (Fig.6-3-1D).  

No typical ophiolitic suture zone was left by this intracontinental tectonic activity, 

but a crustal scar, characterized by NW-thrusting, folding, and emplacement of 

MORB-type magmatism developed in the Mandula area.  
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Fig.6-3-1 The Paleozoic tectonic evolutional modle in central Inner Mongolia 
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Section 6.4  Discussion  

6.4.1  The Palezoic tectonic evolution in Inner Mongolia 

The Palezoic tectonic evolution of Inner Mongolia has been debated for several 

decades. Differing model and oppions have been proposed about the orogenic 

mechanism, the final closure posion and time of Palaeo-Asian ocean (Wang and Liu, 

1986  Ruzhentsev et al., 1989  Tang 1991 Hsu et al., 1991; Sengor et al., 1993; 

Xiao et al., 2003; Xu et al., 2012). Shao (1991) suggested that the final closure 

position was a broad belt resulted by a “soft” collision between Siberia craton and 

North China craton During the Carboniferous. This kind of “soft” collsion differing 

from the typical continent-contient collison can not create strong continental 

thickening and uplifting. This model well explained the regioanl pervasive late 

Carboniferous fossiliferous limestones in Inner Mongolia, to some extent presents 

accretionary orogen features which is no intensive crust uplifting and collsion-related 

voluminous magmatism. However, this model ignors the regional Devonian sediments 

unconformably overlying the mélange belt. Xiao et al.(2003) proposed a mutiple 

suture zone along the Solonker Obo to the XarMoron river synthesizing the 

stratigraphy correlation, structural analysis,  paleontological and geophysical data etc. 

Even though this is most logical geodynamic model about the tectonic evolution in 

Inner Mongolia, it can not explain the Devonian and Carboniferous shallow water 

sediments. Furthermore, the obvious age gap from Devonian to early Carboniferous in 

our detrital zircon data questions Xiao’s continuous subduction model. Jian et 

al.(2008, 2010) advocated an apparently perfect model that involves several 

unverifiable scenario, such as pre-subduction extension, subduction initiation,  

ridge-trench collision etc., based on the geochemcial and geochronological analysis 

without any strucrural and regional stratigraphic records.  

The geodynamic model proposed here considers the geological facts that: 1) the 

temporal and spacial relationship of the litho-tectonic units, expecially the Devonian 

red sandstone uncomformably covering the mélange belt. 2) the Carboniferous 

fossiliferous limestones indicating a shallow sea environement are common in the 
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study area. 3) the Permian alkline and bimodal volcanic rocks crop out in/near the 

study area. 4) the Permian olistostrome and turbditic sediments are coeval with the 

basalts and volcano-sediments. 5) the Permian stratigraphy experienced near N-S 

shortening following by the Triassic voluminous high K alkline/ calc-alkline plutons. 

In this model, a potential microcontinent is induced to terminate the subduction 

process and contribute the ca.0.6-1.0 Ga detrial zircon grains in the Permian 

sediments. the key point deffering with precursors’ model is the early Permian rifting 

based on the regional lithological development and geochemcial data. The late 

Permian folding leads to N-S shortening, crust thickening, finally resulting in Triassic 

crust melting to produce high-K magmatism.  

 

6.4.2  A doult to the “solonker” ophiolite 

The Solonker suture was considered as ophiolitic mélange belt. some geologists 

aurged that the Mandula area consists of limestone mélange and argillaceous mélange. 

However, our field observations lead us to divide the “ophiolitic mélange” into 

olistostrome and turbidite unit. The typcial ophiolitic component are not observed in 

the study area.  

The difference between the olistostrome and the tectonic mélange are widely 

documented (Hsu, 1974; Potter and Pettijohn, 1977; Wang., 1981; Carine and Michel, 

2004). Care must be taken in the outcrops. In the Mandula area, the olistostrome is 

distinct with tectonic mélange as follows: i) the matrix is mainly composed sandstone 

and mudstone. Moreover, there is a gradual trend with sandstone decreasing and 

mudstones increasing northward till the turbidite unit.  ii) No typical tectonic 

shearing deformation and intermediate-high grade metamorphism are observed in the 

Mandula area. To the south, the head areas of slumps are dominated by 

demi-continuous bedding while the northern part of the slumps tends to be dominated 

by compressional structures such as folds and thrusts. The inhomogeneous 

deformation suggests southern part extension while northern part compression, 

indicating the northward movement. iii) In the olistostrome unit the blocks include 

limestone, sandstone, acidic volcanic rocks while in the turbidite unit expose basalt, 
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volcanic bedding and gabbro intrusion. The typical ophiolitic blocks, such as 

serpentinite do not exist. The limestone blocks lithologically and paleontologically 

similar with the southern Amushan Formation (IMBGMR, 2004), suggest the 

Amushan Formation as a potential source. This is also consistence with uneven slump 

structure and the kinematic indicator in the siliceous mudstone. Thus the Mandula 

study area is dominated by olistostrome and volcano-sediments. The reality of the 

“Solonker” ophiolite should be reassessed.  
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Chapter 7  Conclusion 

This study advances the reseach about the tectonic evolution in Inner Mongolia 

in the following aspects: 

1) Four litho-tectonic units, were recognized in the Honhqi area based on the 

lithological and structural features. They are, from north to south, the Hongqi mélange 

belt, the Bainaimiao arc belt, North China Craton and the overlying sedimentary 

successions, respectively.  The Hongqi melange belt consists of mica-chlorite schist, 

chlorite-quartz schist , calcareous slate and chert etc. with blocks of limestone, 

sandstone, sepentinite and volcanic rocks. The arc belt is mainly composed of basalt 

and andesite named The Bulongshan Formation and the Hala Formation. The Early 

Devonian red sandstone unconformably covering the melang belt and arc belt, 

suggesting the end of the subduction and collision.  

2) Two phases ductile deformation and one phase ductile-brittle deformation 

were recognized in the Hongqi melange belt. D1 is characterized by the penetrative S1 

foliation and L1 stretching lineation coeval with the green schist metamorphism. The 

kinematic criteria including sigmoidal porphyroclast, pressure shaddow, mica fish and 

shearing band indicate a top-to-the-NW sense of shearing. D2 is represented by the 

asymmertrical fold with axis NE trending. D3 deformation involving the Devonian 

sediments shaped the whole framework in the Hongqi area. It formed various sized of 

axis NW-SE upright fold.   

3) Three litho-tectonic units were recored in the Ondor Sum area, which are The 

Ondor Sum mélang belt, the Bainaimiao arc belt and the overlying sedimentary 

successions, which can be correlated with the Hongqi area. the blocks of melange belt 

include basalt, volcanic rock, marble,chert and blueschist. The arc is composed of 

amphibolites, plagiogranite and gabbro, interpreted as the deep component of the arc 

basement.  

4) The Ondor Sum melange belt experienced three phases deformation: D1 

formed the pervasive S1 greenschist foliation and NW-SE trending L1 stretching 

lineation. The kinematic criteria suggest a top-to-the-NW shearing. Taken the S1 
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foliation as the reference plane, the D2 presents the asymmetrical fold F2 and 

crenulation cleavage S2 .D3 is characterized by the regional antiform structure with 

aixs nearly E-W.  

5) The spacial and temporal distribution of these litho-tectonic units and the 

structural analysis of the Hongqi-Ondor Sum mélange belt lead us to conclude that 

ocean crust subducted Southeastward beneath the North China craton during the early 

Paleozoic. The subduction was terminated at Devonian time by the arrival of a 

potential microcontinent.  

6) The olistostrome unit, turbidite unit, volcano-sediment unit were recognized in 

the Mandula area. The olistotrome unit includes various sized of blocks of limestone, 

sandstone and silicified mudstone, within the matrix of graywacke and mudstone. The 

turbiditic sediments developed typical Bouma sequences. The sedimentary features of 

volcano-sedimentary rocks indicated erupting in the shallow sea and coastal 

environment. These litho-tectonic units are caused by the Permian rifting. The 

well-known “solonker” suture is questionable in the Mandula area. The “solonker” 

ophiolitic mélange indeed is olistostrome and turbidite with gabbroic intrusions. It 

generally presents normal sedimentary sequences. The typical ophiolitic component 

are not existed. 

7) The Mandula area suffers D4 phase deformation caused by a nearly N-S 

shortening. The turbidite unit displays a series of recumbent fold and tight isoclinal 

fold with well developed cleavage; Whereas the volcano-sedimentary rocks develop 

horizontal, E-W or NE-SW trending axis open fold. This nearly N-S shortenting led 

the rift closure from the late Permian to early Triassic. 

8) The detrital zircon analysis shows two age peaks in ca.270-280Ma and 

ca.440-420Ma. it implies that the Bainaimiao arc belt and the adjacent Permian 

volcanic activity are the possible source. the ca.700-1000Ma grains that are common 

in the Mongolia area probably came form the northern potentional microcontinent. 

The ca.1800Ma, ca.2300-2500 Ma suggested the North China craton was one of the 

sources.  
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Li et al., 2010
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a b s t r a c t

We present a structural and kinematic study of an Early Paleozoic subduction mélange and a magmatic

arc that form the main elements of the Southern Orogen Belt of Inner Mongolia, which lies in the eastearn

part of the Altaids or Central Asia Orogenic Belt. The structural analysis of the mélange conducted in the

Hongqi and Ondor Sum areas (western Inner Mongolia) shows two phrases of ductile deformation. The D1

event is responsible for the pervasive S1 foliation, NW–SE striking L1 stretching lineation and F1 intrafolial

folds. These microstructures are coeval with a greenschist facies metamorphism. During D2, NW-verging

F2 folds associated with a S2 axial planar cleavage deformed S1 and L1. The D1 kinematic criteria indicate a

top-to-the-NW sense of shear. D1 and D2 developed before the unconformable deposition of the Early

Devonian shallow water sandstone. A lithosphere scale geodynamic model involving an Early Paleozoic

southeast-directed subduction beneath the North China Craton and late Silurian collision of the North

China Craton with an hypothetical microcontinent is proposed to account for the microstructural

evolution.

Ó 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Accretionary orogens, formed at active plate margins, play a

major role in continental growth either vertically by transfer of

mantle material within the crust in magmatic arcs or horizontally

by accretion of oceanic material (i.e. magmatic island arcs,

sea-mounts, oceanic crust and its sedimentary cover) against the

continental margin (e.g. Condie, 2007; Cawood et al., 2009). Accre-

tionary orogens are widespread in Central and East Asia. The Paleo-

zoic accretionary orogens, recognized from the Urals Mts to Inner

Mongolia in NE China, are called Altaids (Altaid Tectonic Collage,

Sengor et al., 1993; Sengor and Natal’in, 1996) or Central Asia Oro-

genic Belt (CAOB, Jahn, 2004; Xiao et al., 2003, 2008; Windley et al.,

2007). The Altaids/CAOB represents the consumption and remnant

of the Paleo-Asian Ocean, currently preserved as ophiolite and ser-

pentinite mélanges. This belt occupies an area of more than

5000 km long and 300 km wide. The end of the oceanic subduction

and accretionary process is a critical point in the evolution of any

accretionary orogen. Several possibilities have been suggested.

Strike-slip tectonics along plate margins may lead to oblique sub-

duction and collage (e.g. Sengor et al., 1993; Choulet et al., 2012).

Another possibility is that the stopping of oceanic subduction is

due to the entrance of a buoyant feature such as a magmatic arc

or a microcontinent in the subduction channel (Condie, 2007; Ca-

wood et al., 2009).

The eastern segment of the Altaids/CAOB is mainly exposed in

Inner Mongolia. The Solonker (also called Solon Obo) suture is con-

sidered as the major structure that delineates the location of the

Paleo-Asian Ocean (Xiao et al., 2003; Windley et al., 2007; Chen

et al., 2009; Jian et al., 2010). Xiao et al. (2003) considered that dur-

ing the Late Precambrian to Cambrian a north-directed subduction

gave rise to the Ulan arc, and during the Early Paleozoic, a south-

directed oceanic subduction below the North China Craton was

coeval with a north-directed oceanic subduction below the south-

ern Mongolian margin. Finally, in Late Permian to Early Triassic,

the two opposite subduction systems came into contact to give rise

to the Solonker suture. However, the Paleozoic tectonic evolution

of this area is also interpreted as the result of two opposite subduc-

tions and collisions during the Middle Paleozoic (Xu and Chen,

1993, 1997; Xu et al., 2001, 2012).

The Southern Orogenic Belt (SOB) is equivalent to the Manchu-

rides (Hsü et al., 1991; Sengor and Natal’in, 1996). Xu et al. (2012)

argued that during the Early Paleozoic, a south-directed oceanic

subduction took place below the North China Craton, and that

the subduction system ended around 420–380 Ma. Recently,

paired metamorphic belts were reported in the Bainaimiao and

the Ondor Sum areas, and the age of 411 ± 8 Ma for undeformed

pegmatite dike was regarded as upper limit of the collision (Zhang

et al., 2012). Despite the existence of several geodynamic scenar-
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ios, the structural and kinematic features of the south-directed

subduction are poorly constrained. This paper deals with the wes-

tern part of the Southern Orogenic Belt that extends from Hongqi

to Ondor Sum, in the west, and east, respectively (Fig. 1). In the fol-

lowing, two main questions will be addressed, namely: (i) what is

the bulk geometry and kinematics deduced from microtectonic

analysis of the rocks involved in the main tectonic events? (ii) what

are the timing and relationships between these deformation

events?

2. Regional geological framework

The CAOB of Inner Mongolia is subdivided into several, roughly

W–E striking, litho-tectonic units namely, from south to north, the

North China Craton, the Southern orogenic Belt (SOB), several

microcontinents, including the Hunshandake block (HB), and the

Hutag Uul block, the Northern orogenic Belt (NOB), and the South-

ern Margin of the Ergun block (SME) (Fig. 1; Xu et al., 2012).

2.1. The North China Craton (NCC)

The NCC is mainly composed of Archean trondhjemitic–tonalit-

ic–granodiorite gneiss with mafic igneous rocks. Although the de-

tailed tectonic evolution, timing and polarity of subduction remain

disputed, it is now well accepted that the NCC was mainly built up

during the Paleoproterozoic (ca. 2 Ga) by the collision of several Ar-

chean blocks (e.g. Zhao et al., 2005; Kusky and Li, 2003; Faure et al.,

2007; Zhai et al., 2010; Trap et al., 2012, and enclosed references).

Undeformed Mesoproterozoic to Early Paleozoic, ca.10 km thick,

sedimentary deposits intercalated with volcanic rocks unconform-

ably cover the Paleoproterozoic belts (Zhang et al., 1999). All these

rocks are in turn unconformably overlain by unmetamorphosed

and weakly deformed Carboniferous–Permian strata. (BGMRIM,

1991; Hsü et al., 1991; Zhao et al., 2005; Kusky et al., 2007; Faure

et al., 2007; Trap et al., 2007). Late Palaeozoic granite and granodi-

orite intrude into the Precambrian basement of the NCC (BGMRIM,

1991). The east-west striking Baiyan Obo-Chifeng fault is consid-

ered as the northern boundary between the NCC and the Bainai-

miao arc that belong to the SOB (Shao, 1991; Tang, 1990; Tang

and Yan, 1993; Xiao et al., 2003).

2.2. The South Orogenic Belt (SOB)

The SOB extends at least for more than 700 km from the Tugur-

ige area in the west via Ondor Sum to the Chifeng area in the east

(Fig. 1). It is composed of the Ondor Summélange unit and the Bai-

naimiao arc unit (Xiao et al., 2003; Jian et al., 2008; Xu et al., 2012).

The Ondor Sum mélange unit consists mainly of blocks of pillow

basalts, gabbro, diabase, tuff, metasandstone, chert, pelagic sedi-

ments including iron–manganese formation, and rare limestone

enclosed into a pelite–siltite matrix (Wang and Liu, 1986; Shao,

1991; Tang, 1990; Xiao et al., 2003). The Bainaimiao arc unit ex-

tends along an E–W trend from the Bater Obo in the west to the

Chifeng in the east. It contains mainly andesite, basalt, a small

amount of felsic lava, and volcanic–sedimentary rocks. Several

granodiorite and granite plutons also crop out (Xiao et al., 2003).

Three magmatic phases have been identified from ca.500 Ma to

ca.415 Ma (Jian et al., 2008). Based on the high initial strontium

isotope ratio (87Sr/86Sr = 0.7146) of granites and the eNd value of

2.4 ± 1.7 of granodiorite (Nie and Bjørlykke, 1999), Xiao et al.

(2003) suggested that the Bainaimiao arc was formed by mixing

between mantle-derived and crust-derived magmas emplaced in

an active continental margin of Cordilleran-type.

2.3. The microcontinents

In southwestern Mongolia several microcontinents have been

defined, namely the Hutag Uul block (Badarch et al., 2002), Toto-

shan Ulanul block (Yarmolyuk et al., 2005), and Tsagan Khairkhan

block (Demoux et al., 2009). They are dominated by quartz-rich

Fig. 1. Tectonic sketch map of central Inner Mongolia modified from Badarch et al. (2002), Xiao et al. (2003) and Xu et al. (2012). The late Mesozoic–Cenozoic formations are

omitted for clarity. SME = Southern Margin of Ergun block; NOB = Northern Orogenic Belt; HB = Hunshandake block; SOB = Southern Orogenic Belt; NCC = North China Craton.

The double spot dash line representing the Solonker Suture and the names in brackets and italics are from Xiao et al. (2003).
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micaschist, meta-volcanic rocks, meta-sandstones and marble

(BGMRIM, 1980). The Totoshan Ulanul Block contains metamor-

phic rocks dated at 952 ± 8 Ma (single zircon U/Pb; Yarmolyuk

et al., 2005; Demoux et al., 2009). The Tsagan Khairkhan block

yields ages of 916 ± 16 Ma (Wang et al., 2001). In central Inner

Mongolia, the existence of the Hunshandake Block was deduced

from scattered outcrops of metamorphic rocks (BGMRIM, 1991)

and the presence of Precambrian detrital zircon grains in mélange

matrix (Xu et al., 2012). In our study area, Precambrian rocks are

not exposed, however on the basis of microstructural analyses,

we shall argue that the Hongqi mélange is underlain by a micro-

continent (cf. below). The correlation of this hypothetical micro-

continent with the previous ones will be discussed in section 6.

3. The Hongqi area

3.1. The litho-tectonic units

The Hongqi study area is located in the north of Bayan Obo at

the western end of the South Orogen of Inner Mongolia. Four

litho-tectonic units are recognized from northwest to southeast,

namely the Hongqi mélange, the Bainaimiao arc, an overlying sed-

imentary succession ranging from the Early Devonian to the Late

Carboniferous, and the North China craton (Fig. 2).

3.1.1. The Hongqi mélange unit

To the north, the mélange rocks are hidden below the Mesozoic

sedimentary rocks of the Erlian basin (Meng, 2003). To the south of

the mélange unit, Permian magmatic rocks crop out. The entire

mélange unit is cut into two parts by the Suji fault (Fig. 3A). The

western part of the mélange is predominantly composed of fine

grain quartzite, micaschist, sericite slate, siltstone, iron-bearing

chert and metapelite with rare blocks of limestone. Coherent sed-

imentary strata of alternating beds of fine quartzite and metapelite

are locally well preserved, suggesting a turbiditic origin for these

rocks. The eastern part of the mélange exhibits a typical block-

in-matrix structure. It mainly consists of tuffaceous siltstone, seri-

cite chlorite schist, chlorite quartz schist, calc-slate, chert and a

small amount of greywacke. Blocks include amphibolite, pillow ba-

salt, volcanic rocks, limestone and chert (Fig. 4A). These blocks dis-

play variable size ranging from tens of centimeters to several

hundreds of meters. Mafic-ultramafic rocks, such as serpentinite,

serpentinized peridotite and metagrabbro, are reported in the

southern part of the mélange (Jia et al., 2003). In the middle part

of this unit, due to mining exploration work, amphibolite rocks

are digged out below a greenschist cover.

Intense ductile shearing and mylonitization characterize all the

rock types. To the south of the mélange, the available geological

map shows Silurian strata composed of fossiliferous limestone

Fig. 2. Geological map of the Hongqi area in Inner Mongolia showing litho-tectonic units distribution. Modified after IMBGMR (2002, 2008).
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and sandstone. However, our field observation indicates that these

rocks are foliated, recrystallized, and contain elongated crinoids

(Fig. 4B and C). Additionally, those limestones are laterally discon-

tinuous in the regional scale. Therefore, we consider these rocks as

blocks within the Hongqi mélange.

The whole mélange unit is dominated by a greenschist-facies

metamorphism with a common mineral assemblage of chlorite,

muscovite, biotite, plagioclase and quartz in the metapelite. The

amphibolite blocks contain metamorphic minerals such as horn-

blend, plagioclase, epidote and quartz, indicating an amphibolite

facies metamorphism. In the western part of the mélange, biotite

and andalusite grains, oblique to the regional foliation, are related

to a contact metamorphism probably due to plutonic intrusions

emplaced after the main deformation. Graptolite fossils assigned

to Callograptus sp., Desmograptus sp., and Dictyonema sp., found

in the tuffaceous rocks, suggest an Early to Middle Ordovician

age (BGMRIM, 1991). An acidic metavolcanite block is dated at

485 ± 14 Ma by ICP-MS on zircon (see Section 5).

3.1.2. The Bainaimiao arc

Eastward of the mélange, in the Bater Obo area, crops out the

Bainaimiao arc. It is composed of basalt, basaltic andesite, andesite,

interbedded with up to 10–20 m of tuffaceous siltstone as well as

agglomerate, pyroclastite and volcanic breccia. The basalts contain

three types of aphanitic, porphyritic and vesicular structure. The

basalts with typical porphyritic textures contain olivine (3–5%),

pyroxene (10–15%) and feldspar (25–30%) phenocrysts embedded

in a fine-grained groundmass of glass, plagioclase and pyroxene

microcline. Secondary chloritic and sericitic alterations and fine

carbonate veins are common in the volcanic rocks. Numerous gran-

ite, plagiogranite, granodiorite, quartz diorite and diorite plutons

with calc-alkaline geochemical signatures are exposed (Xu and

Fig. 3. Geological map (A), cross section (B), and structural elements of the Hongqi mélange (C–F; lower hemisphere projection). Modified after IMBGMR (2002, 2008).
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Tao, 2003). Jian et al. (2008) suggested that the quartz diorites are

high-K calc-alkaline rocks with adakitic feature, indicating an is-

land arc setting. The age of those plutons with arc signature is

about 440–460 Ma (Jian et al., 2008; Li et al., 2010; Fig. 2).

3.1.3. The overlying sedimentary succession

The Early Devonian and Late Carboniferous rocks unconform-

ably overly the volcanic, sedimentary and plutonic rocks men-

tioned in the previous section. The Lower Devonian Chaganhabu

Formation (IMBGMR, 2002), exposed in the southern part of the

Hongqi mélange and the Bainaimiao arc, can be subdivided into

two units. The lower unit, with a thickness of ca.975 m, consists

of basal red conglomerate, siltstone, gray arkose, upperwardly reef

limestone and red quartzose arkose and micrite. The upper unit is

composed of turbiditic deposits with a thickness of ca.1500 m

(Zhang et al., 2004). The association of various fossils, such as cor-

als, brachiopods, bryozoan and conodonts in the limestones indi-

cate an Early Devonian age. The conglomerate and terrigeneous

rocks unconformably cover the Upper Silurian series with an angu-

lar unconformably (IMBGMR, 2002; Zhang et al., 2004). Our obser-

vation of the basal conglomerates of the lower Devonian sequence

reveals pebbles of volcanic rock, metamorphic rock, quartzite and

chert (Fig. 4B–D). The unconformable contact of this sequence

above the underlying deformed limestone rocks can be observed

as well. The Uppermost Carboniferous strata consist of fossiliferous

limestone and clastic rocks that unconformably cover the lower

Devovian (IMBGMR, 2002). This Early Devonian to Late Carbonifer-

ous sedimentary succession did not experienced a ductile or syn-

metamorphic deformation, but only folding and brittle faulting.

3.1.4. The North China Craton basement

The southernmost unit of the study area is occupied by Meso-to

Late Proterozoic volcanic–sedimentary series (Bayan Obo group;

Fig. 2). These unmetamorphosed sedimentary rocks represent the

NCC basement in the study area.

3.2. The bulk architecture of the Hongqi area

A general cross section of the Hongqi area is drawn along a SW–

NE strike (Fig. 3B). The regional framework is represented by an

antiform composed of several SE–NW striking folds with hectome-

ter-wavelength. In the center of the antiform, a bimodal volcanic

rock with associated gabbro and Early Triassic tonalitic pluton

superimpose on the Hongqi mélange unit. The mélange is uncon-

formably covered to the south by the Early Devonian red sand-

stone, and to the north by Late Carboniferous limestone. The

Early Devonian rocks, gently dipping to the west, do not display

any metamorphism or ductile deformation. The structural charac-

teristics of the mélange are described in detail below.

3.3. Microstructural analysis of the Hongqi mélange

From our field observations, three deformation events namely:

D1, D2 and D3, with the first two of ductile and syn-metamorphic

style, and the third one of gentle folding, are recognized.

The D1 event is responsible for the formation of the main folia-

tion (S1), stretching lineation (L1) and intrafolial fold (F1). In the

field, S1 is defined by the alternation of chlorite quartz schists

and sericite chlorite schists. The L1 lineation is marked by elon-

gated clasts, quartz ribbons, aggregates of chlorite and mica

(Fig. 5A). Intrafolial F1 folds with axes plunging to the SE are also

developed within the S1 foliation (Fig. 5B). In places, the S1 foliation

is approximately parallel to the sedimentary bedding, which is

well preserved in the metapelite and meta-quartzstone. Pinch-

and-swell and boudinaged structures are also observed in quartz

schists indicating a layer-parallel shearing (Fig. 5C). At the micro-

scopic scale, pressure solution seams of dark insoluble material

and aligned recrystallized phyllosilicates represent S1 (Fig. 6A).

The S1 foliation mostly dips to the NE or SW due to D3 folding.

The well foliated and lineated blocks wrapped around by S1 matrix

foliation display SE–NW directed elongation. The L1 lineation in

amphibolite blocks is represented by oriented hornblende and

Fig. 4. Field pictures in the Hongqi mélange unit. (A) Blocks of limestone and volcanite embeded in the matrix; (B) Early Devonian basal conglomerates cropping out close to

the mélange; (C) Foliated limestone containing elongated Silurian fossils included as block in the Hongqi mélange; (D) Undeformed Early Devonian basal conglomerates

including rounded pebbles of volcanic rocks, greenschist, chert and quartzite. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the

web version of this article.)
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recrystallized quartz and plagioclase aggregates (Fig. 6B). Pillow

lava blocks, up to 30–50 cm in diameter, are also elongated in

the NW–SE direction (Fig. 5D). Sandstone blocks exhibit commonly

elongated chert pebbles along the NW–SE direction. Limestone

blocks display aligned and elongated crinoids along the NW–SE

stretching direction of L1.

The D2 event is associated with the development of NW-verging

asymmetrical folds (F2) that deform S1 and L1. The most striking

structure is meter-scale asymmetrical fold F2. F2 fold with NE–

SW trending subhorizontal axes (L2) exhibits a NW vergence

(Fig. 5E). Asymmetric kink bands, bending the S1 foliation and L1
mineral lineation, are well developed in quartz sericitic schists

(Fig. 5F).

The D3 event is represented by NW–SE trending upright folds

(F3) responsible for the bulk architecture of the area. Although the

eastern and western parts of the mélange unit on each side of the

Suji fault should have experienced similar structural histories, the

structures of the western part are, to some degree, disturbed by

the activity of the brittle Suji fault as well as the post-tectonic intru-

sions (Fig. 3C and D). In contrast, the three deformation events are

well recognized in the eastern part (Fig. 3A, E and F).

The D3 event is defined by SE–NW striking upright folds. Similar

folds are widespread in the layers where incompetent material

dominates such as chlorite schists (Fig. 5G), whereas parallel folds

with SE–NW trending axes develops in the quartz sandstone layers

(Fig. 5H). At the macroscopic scale, F3 folds deform the S1 foliation,

giving rise to the general antiformal structural framework of the

Hongqi mélange (Fig. 3B and E).

Thin sections, made parallel to L1 and perpendicular to S1, exhi-

bit numerous kinematic indicators. In amphibolite blocks, the

Fig. 5. Field pictures in the Hongqi mélange unit. (A) Stretching lineation in chlorite quartz schist; (B) Intrafolial fold (F1) with SE–NW striking axis; (C) Pinch-and-swell

structure within quartz schists; (D) Flattened and elongated pillow lavas block in the mélange; (E) asymmetrical fold (F2) with SE-dipping long limb indicating northwest

vergence; (F) Asymmetric kink bands F2 refolded L1 stretching lineation; (G) Northeast striking upright fold (F3) developed in quartz chlorite schist; (H) Upright fold formed in

quartz-rich layer.
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recrystallized amphibole and quartz aggregates indicate a top-to-

WNW shearing (Fig. 6B). In mylonitic volcanic–sedimentary rocks,

asymmetric pressure shadows defined by chlorite fibers around

feldspar porphyroclasts indicate a top-to-the-NW sense of shear

(Fig. 6C and D). Quartz oblique grain shape fabric showing a top-

to-the NW shearing is also recognized (Fig. 6E). Boudins formed

by pull-apart clasts with chlorite aggregates filling in the cracks

suggest a top-to-the-NW sense of shear (Fig. 6F). Mica fishs, and

shear bands developed in the metapelites also have the same sense

of shear (Fig. 6G). Sigma-type porphyroclast systems in the metap-

elite in the western part of the mélange exhibit a top-to-the-N

thrusting (Fig. 6H). Thus the kinematic criteria of the mélange unit

show a consistent top-to-the-NW sense of shear.

In summary, the Hongqi mélange of block-in-matrix structure

experienced three phases of deformation. The D1 phase is domi-

nated by a consistent top-to-the-NW sense of shear coeval with

Fig. 6. Microscope scale kinematic indicators in the Hongqi mélange. (A–G) thin sections are cut perpendicular to the main S1 foliation, and parallel to the L1 stretching

lineation. (A) Geometric relationship between bedding (S0) and foliation (S1) in the hinge of an intrafolial fold in metapelite; (B) oriented alignment of amphibole and anhedral

quartz indicating top-to-the WNW shearing; Am = Amphiolite, Pl = Plagioclase, Qtz = Quartz, Chl = Chlorite; (C) (D) asymmetrical chlorite fibers developed as pressure

shadows constitutes oriented chlorite fibers around the end of a feldspar clast, showing a northwestward shearing; (E) oblique fractured carbonate grains showing a top-to-

northwest NW shearing; (F) Boudinage of feldspar clast with recrystallized chlorite fibers in the interspace, suggesting SE–NW stretching direction; (G) Mica bands defined by

curved recrystallized mica aggregates and insoluble material, showing northwest ward shearing; (H) Sigmoidal clast indicating top-to-N shearing.
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the mélange formation. The NW-verging asymmetric folds devel-

oped during the D2 event can be interpreted as the continuation

of the same ductile shearing under less penetrative conditions.

The last D3 deformation forms upright folds, which control the gen-

eral structural framework of the mélange unit. The Early Devonian

red sandstone unconformably covering this mélange unit does not

record the D1 and D2 events, and thus provides an upper time limit

for the termination of the ductile events. The km-scale upright

folding involves the Devonian and Carboniferous rocks.

4. The Ondor Sum area (Fig. 7)

4.1. The litho-tectonic units

In the Ondor Sum area, two litho-tectonic units are recognized

from north to south. The geometrically lowermost unit corre-

sponds to the Ondor Sum mélange, it is bounded to the south by

an amphibolite-granite unit, called ‘‘Tulinkai ophiolite’’ (Jian

et al., 2010).

Fig. 7. Sketch map (A), cross section (B), and structural elements of Ondor Sum area (C, D; lower hemisphere projection). modified after IMBGMR (1976). The Cenozoic trap

basalts must not be confused with the basaltic blocks included in the mélange.
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4.1.1. The Ondor Sum mélange unit

The Ondor Summélange crops out in three places: the southern

one (or Ulan Obo-Tulinkai area), the middle and the northern Ulan

valley areas (Fig. 7A). The Ondor Sum mélange is mainly composed

of sericite quartz schists, chlorite–epidote schists and albite-chlo-

rite–epidote schists. Various decimeter to several meter sized

lenses of sandstone, limestone, mafic rocks and iron-bearing

quartzite are scattered into a greenish matrix. These green and

red blocks dispersed in a sandy–silty matrix define a typical col-

ored mélange formation (Fig. 8A and B). Two types of basalts are

recognized near the Ulan valley. One is represented by flattened

vesicular basalt. As described by Xiao et al. (2003), the pillow lavas

are up to 30–50 cm in diameter, elongated, facing upward, and dip-

ping to the north. The other type of basalt is undeformed, with a

vesicular or massive texture filled by centimeter sized white

quartz. These deformed pillow basalts are blocks within the

mélange and were geochemically interpreted as originated from

a intraplate basalt (Huang et al., 2006). They must not be confused

Fig. 8. Field pictures in the Ondor Sum area. (A) Typical field aspect of the Ondor Sum colored mélange due to various blocks of pillow basalts, chert, limestone, sandstone

enclosed in a greenschist sandy–silty matrix; (B) Colored conglomerate with red chert, white limestone, green lava or volcanic–sedimentary material in the Ulan Valley; (C, D)

Amphibolite and gneissic granite dykes in the Tulinkai and Ulan Obo areas; C: amphibolite-acidic gneiss metre-sized alternation; D: folded amphibolite cross cut by a granitic

dyke; (E) Vertical foliation (S1) and mineral lineation (L1) in green chlorite–epidote schist in the southern part of the Ondor Sum mélange unit. (F) Mineral and stretching

lineation (L1) folded around an F2 fold, Ulan valley; (G) L1 stretching lineation deformed by an SE-verging F2 fold axis (L2: F2 fold axis), Ulan valley; (H) Microfold associated

with a crenulation cleavage (S2) in Ulan valley. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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with undeformed basalts that occupy the top of some hills. Some of

these undeformed basalts yield a radiometric age of c.260 Ma

(Miao et al., 2007); Cenozoic basalts are also likely (IMBGMR,

1976).

In the Ondor Sum mélange, the rocks are pervasively deformed,

mylonitized and metamorphosed into greenschist or blueschist fa-

cies. Petrological study of metamorphic assemblages led previous

authors to deduce P–T conditions of the blueschist facies rocks at

7–8 Kb and 380–400 °C, respectively (Yan et al.,1989; Tang,

1992). Glaucophane from blueschists yields 40Ar/39Ar ages of

446 ± 15 Ma and 426 ± 15 Ma (Xiao et al., 2003; and references

therein). Phengite from quartzite mylonites at Ondor Sum has
40Ar/39Ar plateau age of 449–453 Ma (De Jong et al., 2006). In

agreement with Xiao et al. (2003), we consider that this rock

assemblage, derived of Fe and Mn siliceous sediments, volcaniclas-

tic sediments, basalts and spilites, indicates an ocean floor origin.

4.1.2. The Tulinkai unit

The Tulinkai unit spreads in the E–W direction from Tulinkai to

Ulan Obo (Fig. 7A). In the literature, the Tulinkai unit is described

as an ‘‘ophiolitic suite’’ (Hu et al., 1990; Jian et al., 2010). Our field

observations indicate that the dominant rock is coarse to medium

grained, well foliated amphibolite, diorite and gabbro. Granitic lay-

ers are also widespread. Some appear as dykes cross cutting the

foliation and others show foliation parallel veins (Fig. 8C and D).

Large volumes of diorite and granodiorite with mafic boudins are

exposed further south of the ‘‘ophiolitic’’ rocks. Cumulate gabbros

from Tulinkai have a zircon SHRIMP age of 457 ± 4 Ma, and a dio-

rite intrusion with an adakitic geochemical signature has a zircon

age of 467 ± 6 Ma (Liu et al., 2003; Miao et al., 2007). These rocks

have been interpreted as supra-subduction zone type ophiolite

(Liu et al., 2003; Jian et al., 2008). However, from our field observa-

tion, usual ophiolitic component, such as serpentinized peridotite,

pillow basalts and siliceous sediments, are not observed. Therefore,

in the following section, we shall argue that these rocks might be-

long to the deep part of a magmatic arc.

4.2. The bulk architecture

Based on field structural measurements, the bulk architecture

of the Ondor Sum area is dominated by a NE–SW trending antiform

(Fig. 7B). The general structure results of a polyphase deformation

evolution. The southern limb of the antiform is dominated by a

steeply south dipping or vertical foliation (Fig. 7C). In the middle

part, the main foliation is involved in a series of nearly E–W trend-

ing upright folds (Fig. 7D). The Ulan valley, dominated by north-

west dipping foliation, corresponds to the northern limb of the

antiform. To the south of the Ondor Summélange, the Tulinkai unit

is fault-contact with the mélange unit. A top-to-the-north thrust-

ing is documented (IMBGMR, 1976). The light colored gneiss-

amphibolite alternation of the Tulinkai unit is ductilely deformed.

Amphibolitic and granitic dykes commonly form meter-scale iso-

clinal folds with approximately NW-dipping axes. The northward

and southward dip of the Carboniferous limestone bedding, in

the northern and southern limbs of the Ondor Sum antiform indi-

cate that the last deformation event took place after the Carbonif-

erous. However, the synmetamorphic deformations are clearly

older than the deposition of the Carboniferous series.

4.3. Microstructural analysis

Like the Hongqi area, three deformation events are also identi-

fied in the Ondor Sum area. They are named here D1, D2 and D3,

Fig. 9. Structural map of the microtectonic data observed in the Ulan valley (modified after Xiao et al., 2003).
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nominally like in the Hongqi area but with a slightly different

meaning for D3.

In the southern limb of the mélange unit, the approximately E–

W trending S1 is subvertical or dipping at a high angle to the south.

The L1 subvertical lineation is represented by elongated quartz,

feldspar or calcite clasts, and chlorite fibers on the S1 surface

(Fig. 8E). In thin section, the lineation is marked by oriented phyl-

losilicates and recrystallized carbonate clasts within insoluble

material. For this part, a subhorizontal crenulation lineation is

weakly developed. But centimeter- to meter-scale asymmetric

Fig. 10. Microscope scale kinematic indicators in the Ondor Sum mélange. All cross sections are cut perpendicular to the main S1 foliation, and parallel to the L1 stretching

lineation. (A–C) Sigmoidal feldspar and carbonate porphyroclast showing top-to-the-NW shearing, southern limb of Ondor Sum mélange; (D) Sigmoidal feldspar

porphyroclast showing a top-to-the-NW sense of shear in the middle part of the Ondor Sum mélange; (E) subvertical S3 cleavage cutting the S1 foliation; (F) Crenulation

cleavage oblique to the main foliation S1. Syn-S1 chlorite is deformed by D2 folding; (G) Asymmetric pressure shadow around quartz aggregates showing a top-to-the NW

sense of shear, Ulan valley; (H) Carbonate sigmoidal porphyroclast showing a top-to-the-NW sense of shear, Ulan valley;
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folds are observed in the chlorite quartz schistose layers. Shear cri-

teria, such as pressure shadows, sigma type porphyroclast systems

and shear bands indicate a SE (or S) moving upward sense of shear

(Fig. 10A–C). Thus, when the foliation is rotated to horizontal, the

kinematic indicators are top-to-the-NW (or N) sense of shear.

In the central part of the Ondor Sum area, a series of E–W strik-

ing centimeter- to millimeter-scale upright folds deforming S1 are

identified. Both the chlorite and sericite schist matrix and the

blocks exhibit a N–S to NW–SE stretching lineation (L1) marked

by elongated recrystallized quartz and chlorite aggregates. Along

the lineation, pressure shadows and sigma-type porphyroclasts

indicate a top-to-the-NW sense of shear when S1 lies subhorizontal

or gently tilted (Fig. 10D). S2 is characterized by centimeter wave-

length crenulations. At the microscope scale, a S3 subvertical cleav-

age cuts at a high angle the S1 foliation (Fig. 10E).

The Ulan valley has been studied in detail since it is well ex-

posed (Wang and Liu, 1986; Xiao et al., 2003; Fig. 9A). At the south-

ern entrance of the Ulan valley, S1, generally N–S striking, contains

a nearly E–W striking L1 mineral lineation. However, when moving

northward, S1 turns to an E–W strike and dips to north or north-

west. A conspicuous NW–SE trending stretching and mineral line-

ation is preserved on the gently dipping foliation (Figs. 8F and 9B).

Crenulation wrinkles and asymmetric microfolds (F2) that inten-

sively deform the S1 foliation and L1 lineation are commonly devel-

oped (Figs. 8G and H). F2 folds are scattered with subhorizontal

axes (Fig. 9B). An axial planar crenulation cleavage (S2) marked

by the opaque material is well developed (Fig. 10F). S2 cleavage

is tilted to the northwest due to the D3 antiformal upright folding.

Locally, the intense F2 folding gives rise to well developed inverted

limbs with some F2 folds apparently overturned to the SE (Fig. 8H).

In thin sections cut parallel to the L1 lineation, asymmetric pres-

sure shadows and sigmoidal porphyroclasts indicate a top-to-

the-NW sense of shear (Fig. 10G and H).

In conclusion, the Ondor Sum mélange unit is a terrigenous vol-

caniclastic block-in-matrix series with blocks of oceanic origin. It

experienced three deformation phases: D1 was responsible for

the S1 foliation and L1 stretching lineation coeval with a green-

schist facies metamorphism. Taking S1 as a reference surface, two

subsequent deformation events, D2 and D3 are recognized. The D2

event associated with the F2 asymmetric folds can be interpreted

as the continuation of the top-to-the-NW shearing, that occurred

by shortening at a low angle or subparallel to S1. After the deposi-

tion of the Late Carboniferous limestone, the D3 event gave rise to

the general antiform to form the regional structural framework.

5. Geochronological constraints

New zircon dating is obtained by ICP-MS U-Pb analyses method.

Cathodoluminescence (CL) images were performed by CAMECA SX-

50 microprobe at Peking University in order to document zircon

internal structures. Zircon laser ablation ICP-MS U-Pb analyses

Table 1

Summary of geochronological data for the Hongqi–Ondor Sum area. The number in the parentheses corresponds to those in Figs. 2, 7 and 9 respectively.

Study area Setting Lithology Age/Ma Dating

method

Geochemisty Reference Remarks

Hongqi Bainaimiao arc Diortie (1) 451.5 ± 2.9 Zircon

SHRIMP

High-K calc-alkaline Jian et al. (2008)

Quartz diorite (1) 440.3 ± 2.4 High-K calc-alkaline adakite

Quartz diorite (1) 446 ± 2.2 High-K calc-alkaline

Hornblendite (2) 446.8 ± 5.8 Zircon

SHRIMP

Li et al. (2010)

Hornblendite (2) 453 ± 3

Diortie (2) 459.2 ± 2.4 Hornblende
40Ar/39Ar

Diortie (2) 442.9 ± 4.2 Hornblende
40Ar/39Ar

Hongqi melange Acidic volcanite 485 ± 14 Zircon ICP-

MS

Block within melange This study

North China Craton

(south of Bayan Obo-

Chifeng fault)

Rhyolite (3) Zircon

SHRIMP

Alkaline Chen (2011) eNd(t) = ÿ9.5

to ÿ10.3;

mantle

magma

mixed with

crust

Hornblend pyroxenite (4) 287 ± 13.6 Hornblende

K–Ar

Zoned ulmafic-mafic pluton Zhao et al.

(2008)

Tulinkai Cumulate gabbro (5) 457 ± 4 Zircon

SHRIMP

Miao et al.

(2007)

Diorite (6) 467 ± 6 Adakitic geochemical signature Liu et al. (2003)

Tonalite (7) 490.1 ± 7.1 MORB with arc signature Jian et al. (2008) Core

449.8 ± 3.0 Overgrowth

mantle

Metagabbro (7) 479.6 ± 2.4

Trondhjemite (7) 471.6 ± 1.7 Magmatic zircon/low K boninite

439.4 ± 3.3 Metamorphic zircon

Quartz diorite (7) 453.7 ± 3.1 Magmatic zircon/medium K

peraluminous, calc-alkaline, high-

Mg

438.4 ± 2.2 Metamorphic zircon

Dacite (7) 457 ± 2.6 Medium K peraluminous, calc-

alkaline, adakite

Albitite (7) 425.3 ± 2.2 Boninite

Ondor Sum Melange Blueschist 446 ± 15 &

426 ± 15

Glaucophane
40Ar/39Ar

Tang, (1992);

Zhang and Liou,

(1987)

Quartzite mylonite (8) 453.2 ± 1.8

&449.4 ± 1.8

Phengite
40Ar/39Ar

De Jong et al.

(2006)
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were conducted on an Agilent 7500a ICP-MS equipped with a

193 nm laser in China University of Geosciences, Beijing. Laser spot

size was set to �36 lm for analyses, laser energy density at 8.5 J/

cm2 and repetition rate at 10 Hz. Isotopic ratios and element con-

centrations of zircons were calculated using GLITTER (ver. 4.4, Mac-

quarie University). Concordia ages and diagrams were obtained

using Isoplot/Ex (3.0, Ludwig, 2003). The common lead was cor-

rected using LA-ICP-MS Common Lead Correction (ver. 3.15), fol-

lowing the method of Andersen (2002). The summarized age data

and our new measured isotopic data are given in Tables 1 and 2.

An acidic volcanite block (Sample 090716-29; located at

42°5902400N, 109°5502000E) embedded in the Hongqi mélange was

dated. In thin section, the sample shows a mylonitic texture, with

feldspar clasts surrounded by elongated recrystallized subgrain

quartz aggregates. Most of the zircon grains from the acidic volca-

nite (090716-29) are weakly luminescent, and surrounded by a

thin bright luminescent rim (Fig. 11A). Some analyzed spots have

low Th/U ratios, generally close to 0.1. A few U-Pb isotopic composi-

tions are discordant (Table 2), probably due to Pb loss during shearing

in the mélange. 14 of 20 analyzed spots plot slightly on the right side

of the Concordia curve, and define three populations around ca. 560–

590Ma, ca. 510–540Ma, and 485 ± 14Ma (n = 4; Fig. 11B).

Our analysis paid much attention to detect youngest ages of the

volcanite, thus spots focus on zircon rim. The low Th/U (<0.1) ratio,

a common geochemical feature of high-grade metamorphic zircons

(Williams et al., 1996), are present in both younger and older pop-

ulations (Table 2). It is worth noting that no distinct high-grade

metamorphic minerals are observed in thin section. Globally, the

mélange unit experienced a green schist facies metamorphism.

Therefore, we consider that these zircons are magmatic ones pos-

sibly slightly suffering metamorphism. The youngest population

at 485 ± 14 Ma represents the age of the acidic volcanism.

6. Discussion

6.1. Deformation comparison between the Hongqi and Ondor Sum

areas

During our field work, we did not find HP rocks, all the micro-

structures described in this paper are coeval with a greenschist fa-

cies metamorphism. The three phases of deformation of the Ondor

Sum mélange can be roughly compared with those of the Hongqi

mélange as follows: (1) the main event, D1, is responsible for the

development of the S1 foliation, NW–SE striking stretching linea-

tion (L1), and intrafolial folds (F1) with axes parallel to L1. In the

Hongqi area, D1 is coeval with a green schist facies metamorphism

whereas, in the Ondor Sum area blue schist facies relicts, such as

glaucophane, phengite are locally preserved (Tang and Yan,

1993; De Jong et al., 2006). Our kinematic observations show a

top-to-the-NW sense of shear in both study areas. F1 folds corre-

sponding to a-type folds formed during the ductile shearing in

the Hongqi area. The D1 structural elements are subsequently de-

formed by the D2 event represented dominantly by numerous

NW-verging asymmetric folds associated with an axial-planar

crenulation cleavage (S2). Due to the subsequent deformation (D3),

S2 dips to either the SE or the NW in the Ondor Sum area whereas,

dips to the NE or the SW in the Hongqi area. The blueschist and

quartz mylonites with age ranging from 453 to 426 Ma (Tang and

Yan, 1993; De Jong et al., 2006) recorded the Ondor Sum subduction

event. In the Hongqi area, the deformed Late Silurian fossiliferous

limestone blocks mark the youngest age of the Hongqi mélange.

6.2. Crustal scale structure framework

A N–S oriented interpretative crustal scale cross section is pro-

posed on the basis of structural, lithological and geochronological T
a
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data presented above (Fig. 12). The Early Paleozoic Hongqi mélange

belt, is unconformably overlain by the Early Devonian red sand-

stone and Late Carboniferous limestone.

The mélange belt displays a top-to-the-NW thrusting, indicat-

ing a southeastern oceanic subduction. The volcanic rocks exposed

in the Bater Obo area are comparable with the rocks in the Bainai-

miao area. The mafic plutonic rocks exposed in the Tulinkai unit

might represent the deep plutonic part of the Bainaimiao arc.

The age of the volcanite block dated in the Hongqi mélange, similar

to those of the Bainaimiao arc suggest that the magmatic blocks in

the mélange might derive from the arc rocks of the upper plate.

At depth, a possible crustal basement is inferred here on the ba-

sis of the following points. Firstly, in order to terminate the oceanic

subduction before Early Devonian, some buoyant material, such as

huge seamount, large oceanic plateau, or microcontinent, under-

neath the Hongqi mélange, is needed. The collision of this feature

will allow the oceanic subduction and the coeval arc magmatism

to stop. Secondly, Precambrian crystalline basement rocks are rec-

ognized, in the Hutag Uul terrane (Badarch et al., 2002), Totoshan

Ulanul block (Yarmolyuk et al., 2005; Demoux et al., 2009), Tsagan

Khairkhan massif (Wang et al., 2001) and Hunshandake microcon-

tinent (Xu et al., 2012). Precambrian middle to high grade meta-

morphic paragneiss are also recognized in the north of the Ondor

Sum, near Sunityouqi (Fig. 1; BGMRIM, 1991; Hsü et al., 1991; Li

and Gao, 1995; Zhang et al., 1999) or in the Xilingele (or Xinlin

Gol) complex near Xilinhot (Zhu et al., 2004). Though an oblique

subduction of the underlying plate, accommodated by strike-slip

faulting can be proposed to terminate a subduction (Choulet

et al., 2012), in the study area, no strike-slip fault of Early Paleozoic

age, and associated ductile deformation are observed. Therefore,

we argue that the structural features presented above, and partic-

ularly the syn-metamorphic ductile shearing can be explained by

the subduction of a microcontinent below the North China block.

6.3. A possible geodynamic evolution model

On the basis of our geological data presented in the previous

sections, a possible Early Paleozoic geodynamic scenario for the

evolution of the eastern part of the CAOB in Inner Mongolia is pro-

posed here.

6.3.1. The Ordovician to Silurian Subduction

An Early Paleozoic SE-dipping Paleo-Asian Ocean subduction

zone developed along the northern margin of North China Craton

from the Hongqi to the Ondor Sum area. It is supported by the con-

sistent top-to-the-NW sense of shear indicators. This oceanic sub-

duction gave rise to the Bainaimiao magmatic arc, and the Hongqi

and Ondor Sum mélange units (Fig. 13A). Both the Hongqi and the

Ondor Sum areas experienced two ductile deformation phases be-

fore the Early Devonian. Moreover, the north dipping schists at the

Fig. 11. (A) Representative CL image of dated zircons. (B) U-Pb Concordia diagrams

for sample 090716-29 of acidic volcanite (The data ellipses are defined by standard

errors (1 sigma) in 206Pb/238U, 207Pb/235U and 207Pb/206Pb. Gray ellipses represent

inherited zircons. The data with age concordance >10% are not projected in the

concordia diagram.

Fig. 12. Interpretative crustal scale cross section of the Southern Orogen of Inner Mongolia, showing the Early Paleozoic accretion–collision belt. The position of this cross

section is shown in Figs. 1 and 2.
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Ulan valley, which constitute the northern limb of the antiform,

show a top-to-the NW sense of shear that is unconsistent with a

Precambrian northward subduction.

6.3.2. The late Silurian collision

The collision likely occurred in Late Silurian, since the Early

Devonian red sandstones unconformably cover the Hongqi

mélange. Moreover, the basal conglomerates of the Early Devo-

nian sediments contain pebbles of the underlying litho-tectonic

units. Accretionary tectonics and magmatism must have been

stopped at that time. This scenario is supported by the unde-

formed pegmatite of 411 ± 8 Ma that cuts the low P/T metamor-

phic complex in the Bainaimiao area (Zhang et al., 2012), and

the ca. 417 Ma tonalite interpreted as due to collision magma-

tism near the Hongqi area (Jian et al., 2008). Subsequently, a

Late Carboniferous platform limestone developed in a vast area,

extending throughout the eastern part of Inner Mongolia (BGM-

RIM, 1991). In our study area, the most likely is that a microcon-

tinent, entered in the trench and collided with the Andean active

margin of the North China Craton (Fig. 13B). This hypothetical

microcontinent might be connected with the South Gobi micro-

continent (Sengor and Natal’in, 1996) or the Hunshandake block

(Xu et al., 2012). But, the size and distribution of this hypothetic

microcontinent are not documented yet, and the correlations

with other microcontinental blocks between North China Craton

and Siberia remains hypothetic.

7. Conclusion

(i) The mélange belt exposed in the Hongqi and Ondor Sum

areas, is characterized by two phrases of ductile deformation

and a top-to-the-NW sense of shear, suggesting a southeast-

ward subduction during the Early Paleozoic.

(ii) The ductile deformations in the Ondor Sum-Hongqi mélange

belt are coeval with greenschist facies metamorphism. The

unconformably overlying Early Devonian sedimentary rocks

indicate that subduction and collision should terminate

before the Early Devonian.

(iii) In the present knowledge, the South-directed of a microcon-

tinent below the North China Craton appears as the most

likely geodynamic scenario to account for the structural

evolution.
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Abstract  
In Mandula area, the Early Permian formations are represented by turbidite and 

olistostrome coeval with mafic and intermediate lavas. Various sizes of blocks belong 

to the olistostrome deposits and volcanic sills in the turbidites. A Permian “Solonker” 

suture was questioned since typical ultramafic rocks, pillow lavas and deep-sea 

radiolarian chert are absent. The sedimentary setting is continental slope with a 

northward deeper trend. The sources of the olistostrome and turbidite are from the 

southern Early Paleozoic material and contemporaneous Early Permian volcanic 

magmatism. Intensive NW-directed folds and thrusts deform the turbidite and 

olistostrome deposits. The chaotic terrigenous sedimentation and the bimodal 

magmatism are interpreted as formed in a limited intracontinental rift opened and 

closed during the Permian. 

 

Key words: Central Asia Orogenic Belt, Late Paleozoic rifting, Solonker Suture, Inner 

Mongolia 

 

1. Introduction 

Central Asian Orogenic Belt (CAOB) is the largest accretionary orogen of the 

earth in Phanerozoic and represents the remnant of the Paleo-Asian Ocean, currently 

preserved as ophiolite and serpentinite melanges (Sengor et al., 1993; Sengor and 

Natal’in, 1996; Xiao et al., 2003, 2008; Jahn, 2004; Windley et al., 2007). The eastern 

segment of the CAOB, also called Manchurides (Sengor and Natal’in, 1996), is 

mainly exposed in Inner Mongolia. The Solonker (also called Solon Obo) suture is 

considered by most of geologists as the major structure that delineates the location of 

the Paleo-Asian Ocean (Xiao et al., 2003; Windly et al., 2007; Chen et al., 2009; Jian 

et al., 2010). However, the Solonker mélange rocks are questioned since an Early 

Paleozoic double-direction subduction model was proposed (Xu and Chen, 1993; 

1997; Xu and Charvet, 2010, 2011; Xu et al., 2012). Xu et al., (2012) suggested that 

during early Paleozoic, a south-directed oceanic subduction below the North China 
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Craton coeval with a north-directed oceanic subduction. Finally, the two opposite 

subduction systems came into contact with a microcontinent around 420-380Ma. 

Although it is hotly debated, the detail lithological composition, spatial and temporal 

distribution and genetics of the disordered rocks along the Solonker zone are few 

documented.  

This paper deals with the western part of the Solonker suture in the Mandula area. 

The Mandula study area lies within Solonker suture zone. The previous studies in the 

Mandula area proposed a Permian tectonic mélange for a clastic deposits and disorder 

deposits, namely “argillaceous mélange” and “limestone mélange” respectively (Jian, 

2010). The bearing radiolarian chert is also reported as the blocks within mélange 

(Wang et al., 2005). In the following, three main questions will be addressed, namely: 

i) what is the lithological composition and distribution in the Mandula area, ii) what is 

the bulk geometry and kinematics deduced from microtectonic analysis of the rocks 

and what is the timing of the deformation, and iii) what is the significance of the 

“Solonker suture” area in the geodynamic evolution of the eastern part of the CAOB. 

 

2. Regional Geological Framework 

The litho-tectonic units namely, from south to north, the North China Craton 

(NCC), the Southern orogenic Belt(SOB), the Northern orogenic Belt(NOB), the 

South Mongolia microcontinent (SMM), the Hunshandake block (HB) and the 

Southern Margin of the Ergun block (SME) (Fig.1; Xu et al., 2012). Here we focus on 

three main litho-tectonic units correlative to the Mandula area.  

 

2.1 The SOB 

The SOB crops out to the south of the Mandula area. It refers to an Early 

Paleozoic orogenic belt composed of the Ondor Sum subduction complex and the 

Bainaimiao arc belt (Xiao et al., 2003; Jian et al., 2008; Xu et al, 2012). The Ondor 

Sum subduction complex in the Hongqi area consists of tuffaceous siltstone, sericite 

chlorite schist, chlorite quartz schist, calc-slate, chert and a small amount of 

greywacke. It contains various sizes of blocks of amphibolite, pillow basalt, volcanic 

rocks, limestone and chert (our other paper). The Bainaimiao arc is dominated by 

granitic plutons of ca.440-480Ma cropping out to the east of the Hongqi area. The 

Early Devonian shallow water sandstones and the Early Carboniferous limestone 

rocks unconformably cover the SOB, suggesting the subduction and collision end 

before Early Devonian (our other paper).  

 

2.2 The SMM  

The SMM lies to the north of the Mandula area, it is considered as a potential 

microcontinent that collided with the NCC during the Early Paleozoic (Xu et al., 

2012). This microcontinent is similar to the Hutag Uul block (Badarch et al., 2002), 

Totoshan Ulanul block (Demoux, et al., 2009) and Tsagan Khairkhan massif (Wang et 

al., 2001) in southwestern Mongolia. It is dominated by quartz rich micaschist, 

meta-volcanic rocks, meta-sandstone and marble (BGMRED, 1991). The Totoshan 

Ulanul Block contains metamorphic rocks dated at 952±8Ma (single zircon U/Pb; 
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Yarmolyuk et al. 2005; Demoux, et al., 2009), Tsagan Khairkhan massif with age of 

916±16Ma (Wang et al., 2001). The Hunshandake Block was deduced from the 

scattered outcrops of metamorphic rocks (Xu et al., 2012).  

 

Fig.1 Tectonic sketch map of central Inner Mongolia modified from Xiao et al., (2003) and Xu et 

al., (2012). The late Mesozoic-Cenozoic formations are omitted for clarity. 

 

2.3 The “Solonker suture” 

The Solonker suture is widely regarded as the suture zone between NCC and 

South Mongolia (Sengor et al., 1993; Sengor and Natal’in, 1996; Xiao et al., 2003; 

Jian et al., 2010). In the western part (i.e. Solonker area) of the suture, the ophiolite, 

associated with Lower Permian sedimentary rocks, consists of harzburgite, dunite, 

gabbro, pillow basalt and chert (Wang and Liu, 1986). Extending to the east, the 

Erdaojing complex is regarded as an accretionary wedge (Xiao et al., 2003). It 

consists of two types of mélange, namely a tectonic mélange and an olistostrome 

(Tang, 1990; Xiao et al., 2003). The tectonic mélange forms the structurally lower unit 
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of the Erdaojing complex. It is characterized by lenses of mafic-ultramafic rocks 

within an argillite matrix. The olistostrome is in fault contact with the southern 

tectonic mélange unit. It consists of coherent turbidites including blocks of ophiolitic 

rocks, chert, marbles and arc volcanic rocks. A few Tabulata fossils found within a 

limestone lens indicate a Silurian age (Wang and Liu, 1986; Tang, 1990). In the 

eastern end of the Solonker suture (out of Fig.1), cumulate gabbro, dykes, pillow 

spilite, and quartz keratophyre with a whole rock Rb-Sr isochron age of 262Ma have 

been described to crop out in Lower Permian clastic sediments (Wang and Liu, 1986).  

 

3. The litho-tectonic units of the Mandula area 
The Mandula area is located to the north of the Bainaimiao arc unit (Fig. 2). To 

the north, it extends up to the Mongolian border. To the south, it is covered by 

Mesozoic Erlian basin (Fig. 2). The Mandula area consists of five lithological and 

tectonic units, namely: olistostrome, turbidites, shallow water sedimentary rocks, 

Early Permian volcanics and Solonker mafic rocks (Fig. 10).  

 

3.1 The olistostrome unit 

Reefal limestone and terrigenous rocks, named the Benbatu formation 

(IMBGMR, 2004), characterize the olistostrome unit. This unit is also referred to as 

the “Mandula forearc mélange” (Jian et al., 2010). Indeed, the limestones are 

olistoliths, rotated in various directions with disorganized bedding, enclosed within a 

terrigenous matrix. The blocks, with sizes ranging from the centimetre to kilometre 

scale, consist of biohermal limestone, siliceous mudstone, volcanic rocks and 

coarse-grained sandstone (Figs. 3A-F). Plurimeter-scale limestone blocks may appear 

as continuous at outcrop scale, but are discontinuous and scattered at the regional 

scale (Fig. 3A). Huge limestone hills are commonly floating both on the 

demi-continuous and mixed matrix showing well-preserved bedding. It is worth to 

note that the limestone is petrologically and palaeontologically similar to the Late 

Carboniferous limestone exposed in the southern part of the study area (Amushan 

Formation), near Hongqi (Fig. 2), indicating a possible source for these olistoliths. In 

places, siliceous mudstone blocks derived from the underlying mudstone occur in a 

sandstone matrix (Fig.3B). Some of these siliceous rocks contain radiolarian fossils 

(Wang et al., 2005). Rare acidic volcanic rocks are also included in the coarse 

sandstone matrix (Fig.3C). Globally, the amount and size of blocks decrease 

northwards. Pebbly mudstone becomes dominant northwardly. There is a gradual 

changing in the matrix: to the southern most and west part of the olistostrome unit, the 

matrix mostly consisting of grey white and pink argentite displays like 

pinch-and-swell structure showing demi-continuous of primal bedding (Fig.3D). To 

the Northeast, the matrix is dominated by dark grey mixture of sandstone and 

mudstone and the original bedding is absent (Fig.3E). 

The synsedimentary deformations are well-preserved locally. In the southern part, 

it is slump-related demi-continuous sandstone is common. In the centre of the 

olistostrome unit, the deformation is expressed as small-scale, rounded, overturned 

folds with a ductile appearance without axial-planar cleavage (Fig.3F). Slump folds 
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can be distinguished from tectonic folds by a transecting cleavage (i.e. cutting already 

deformed beds, and non cylindrical geometries, such as thickened hinges and curved 

axes). The lens of sandstone oriented with ellipsoid surface to the southwest includes 

in the mixed matrix. In the northern margin of the olistostrome, compressional 

deformation is common. The mudstone sometimes develops sigmoid structure  

 

Fig.2 Geological map of the Hongqi-Mandula area in Inner Mongolia showing litho-tectonic units 

distribution. Modified after IMBGMR, (2002, 2004). 

 

showing northward thrusting (Fig.3G) and sometimes strongly ductile crumpled 

(Fig.3H). It is worth noting that no metamorphism is observed in the field and thin 

section which is distinct with typical tectonic mélange. Deformation Small-scale 

faults with a reverse sense of movement are observed.  The slide style exhibits as  
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Fig.3 Field pictures of the olistostrome unit. (A) Plurimeter-scale limestone olistolith in 

olistostrome unit; (B) Mudstone olistolith in the coarse sandstone matrix; (C) acidic volcanic 

olistolith in the olistostrome unit; (D) Sandstone olistolith in the red pelite/siltstone matrix (ca.20 

cm red field book as scale, the same as following); (E) Pebbly limestone in the dark grey mixture 

of sandstone and mudstone; (F) Inharmonious fold in the olistostrome unit; (G) Sigmoidal 

indicator in the mudstone lithofacies near the olistostrome margin showing northward slump. (H) 

Ductile crumple deformation near the margin of the olistostrome unit. 
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huge limestone mountain covering the underlying disordered slump style deposits or 

demi-continuous sandstone layers. The sedimentary sequence of Limestone 

Mountains is well-preserved. Sometimes, a slip surfaces can be observed. 

 

3.2 The turbidite unit 

This unit refers to a terrigenous volcanic sedimentary rock association that 

develops geometrically underlying to the olistostrome unit. Indeed, the turbidite unit 

and the olistostrome unit are not sharply separated. The appearance of 

sandstone-mudstone alternation and the disappearance of limestone blocks define a 

progressive olistostrome-turbidite boundary. Our study allows us to recognize four 

major lithofacies assemblages in the turbidite unit on the basis of grain size, 

sedimentary structure and bed thickness. 

 

3.2.1 Mudstone-dominated assemblage 

It is composed mainly of massive mudstone, siliceous mudstone and silty 

mudstone with less very fine grained sandstone laminae (Fig.4A). The siliceous 

mudstone forms horizontally laminated or massive sequences more than 20m thick. 

The mudstone-dominated assemblage occurs in the southernmost part of the turbidite 

unit, interfingering contact or underlying to the olistostrome unit. Sometimes the 

massive mudstones expose as blocks in the olistostrome.  

 

3.2.2 Medium/thick-bedded sandstone assemblage  

It contains two types of sandstone assemblage. One is composed of 

amalgamation of individual thick bedded sandstone. The stacks of amalgamation of 

isolated medium-thick bedded sandstone internally have massive or flat laminar 

structure (Fig.4B). The base sometimes incites into the underlying mudstone 

assemblage. The other is composed of random stacking of the medium-thick bedded 

sandstone and rhythmic alternating sandstone and mudstone (Fig.4C and D). It 

generally shows typical Bouma sequence (generally Tab, Tbc, Tb-e, Tcde division of 

Bouma, 1962; Fig.4D). The base is generally made up of pebbly sandstone, locally 

conglomerate. Pebbly sandstone beds are dark grey to light pink, composed of 

volcanic and sedimentary fragments. The sandstone beds are either internally 

structureless or exhibit normally graded gradually to parallel lamination, ripple cross 

lamination. Scour and groove structures are common in the Ta division of sandstone 

and pebbly sandstone, locally the dewatering structure is well-preserved (Fig.4E). 

This assemblage is common in the centre part of the turbidite unit. The thickness of 

the succession is various, commonly 2-5m and is laterally continuous in outcrop.  

 

3.2.3 Thin bedded sandstone assemblage 

It is dominated by rhythmic thin bedded fine grained sandstone, siltstone and 

mudstone (Fig.4F). Grey/light grey siltstone-mudstone form packets, up to 100m 

thick, with a minor amount of thin bedded sandstone intercalations. The ratio of the 

sandstone and mudstone ranges from 0.5-2. The Tbc, Tcde division of Bouma 

sequence (1962) is common. The fine grained sandstone beds display either internally  
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Fig.4 Field pictures of the turbidite unit. (A) Massive mudstone; (B) amalgamated medium-thick 

bedded sandstone, internally flat laminar structure; (C) Random stacking of the medium-thick 

bedded sandstone and siltstone; (D) Typical Bouma sequence in the medium/thick-bedded 

sandstone assemblage; (E) Grade bedding in the Ta division of sandstone and pebbly sandstone, 

upper develops the dewatering structure; (F) rhythmic thin bedded fine grained sandstone, 

siltstone and mudstone; (G) Parallel lamination, ripple cross lamination in the Bouma sequence; 

(H) conglomerate including rip up mudstone fragment and volcanic clasts, massive structure.  
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structureless or parallel lamination, ripple cross lamination (Fig.4G), rare erosional 

structures can be recognized. The acidic volcanic bedding is intercalated in this 

assemblage. The thickness is uniform and typical successions of upward thinning or 

thickening are not observed. This siltstone-mudstone assemblage is widely exposed to 

the north and west of the turbidite unit. It may have interfingering contacts with the 

medium/thick-bedded sandstone assemblage.  

 

3.2.4 Thick bedded conglomerate assemblage 

The conglomerate assemblage usually discontinuous laterally occurs in the 

mudstone and thin bedded sandstone assemblages with a common erosional base. It is 

made up of conglomerate or multiple stacking of conglomerate, pebbly sandstone and 

thick bedded sandstone from base to top. The conglomerate contains plenty of rip up 

mudstone fragment and volcanic clasts. Internally it is massive structure and roughly 

grading bedding (Fig.4H). There are siltstone-fine sandstone couplet with well 

developed climbing ripple laminae and slumped turbidites cropping out near the 

conglomerate package. The thickness of the conglomerate assemblages is various 

from 20cm to 1m. The thick bedded conglomerate assemblage is sparsely dispersed in 

the turbidite unit.  

 

3.3 The shallow water sedimentary rocks 

 The shallow water sedimentary unit was named Zhesi Formation and has been 

studied in detail in the entire Inner Mongolia region (Grabau, 1931; Wang et al., 2002; 

Shang, 2004; Li et al., 2004). It crops out in the northern of the Mandula area 

geometrically covering the volcanic rocks (Dashizhai Formation). The Zhesi 

Formation is composed of basal conglomerates, middle interval of lenses of 

fossiliferous limestone and near the top biohermal grading laterally into shales that 

was interpreted as alluvial to neritic environment (Wang et al., 1999, 2002; IMBGMR, 

2004).  

 

3.4 The Solonker mafic rocks  

Altered gabbroic, basaltic and acidic volcanic bodies with sizes ranging from 1 to 

~100 m, are widespread in the turbidite. These rocks belong to the so-called 

“Solonker ophiolite” defined along the Chinese-Mongolian border (Sengor and 

Natal’in, 1996; Xiao et al., 2003; Tao et al., 2004; Jian et al., 2010). Dismembered 

mafic rocks are shown in the geological map of the study area (IMBGMR, 2004; Fig. 

2). However, our observations of the easternmost exposures indicate that these lenses 

lithologically include three main types: gabbro, basalt and acidic volcanic rocks with 

the geometry concordant with the turbiditic bedding. The acidic volcanic rocks show 

yellow colour due to strongly weathering that apparently like the produces of 

weathered ultra basic rocks (Fig.5A). Indeed, it is andesitic rock in the thin section 

with age of 282Ma (Fig.5B, see below). The basalt lenses sparsely dispersed in the 

turbiditic bedding (Fig.5C) exhibit a porphyritic texture with plagioclase phenocrysts 

(10-15%) in a groundmass of glass and tiny microcline. It is lithologically 

corresponding to the Early Permian basalt exposed to the south of the Mandula area. 
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The acidic volcanic and basaltic lenses might be interpreted magmatic sill or volcanic 

bedding. A red thermal aureole developed in the turbidite around the altered gabbro 

“blocks” has been observed, indicating an intruding feature. This is also supported by 

the gabbro age of 257Ma (Fig.5D; see below). Furthermore, it is worth to note that 

neither serpentinite masses, nor radiolarite have been observed in the study area. 

Some “serpentinite” rocks shown in the geological map (IMBGMR, 2004; Jian et al., 

2010) are indeed strongly weathered yellowish andesite block or aphanitic acidic lava. 

Thus, more investigation is needed in order to ensure the reality of the Solonker 

ophiolite.  

 

Fig.5 Field pictures and microscope images of the “Solonker ophiolite”; (A) Folded yellowish 

silicified aphanitic lava within the turbidite unit (42º29΄19˝, 109 º34΄56˝); (B) Microscope image 

of the andesite “block” in turbidite; (C) Greenish basalt lens in the reddish mudstone of the 

turbidite (hammer ca.30cm length, the some as following); (D) Microscope image of the thin 

section of gabbro intrusion. 

 

3.5 The Early Permian magmatism 

A large mass of intermediate-acidic volcanic rocks (Dashizhai Formation) crops 

out to the north of the Zhesi Formation. This volcanic unit consists dominantly of 

andesite, dacite, tuff and volcaniclastic rocks interbeded with rhythmic feldspathic 

sandstone and muddy limestone lens. The age of the Dashizhai Formation is dated at 

276±1 Ma by single zircon apparent age (Xu, 2005). 

The basalts exposed in the southernmost part of the Mandula consist of massive 

basalt, and amygdaloidal spilites as well as gabbroic, dioritic intrusions (IMBGMR, 
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2004).the massive basalt are dated at 289Ma with Early Paleozoic inherited zircons. It 

is debated about the origin of those basalts (Jian et al., 2010; Chen et al., 2012), but 

our inherited zircons supports an origin of N-MORB-like depleted asthenospheric 

mantle contaminated and metasomatised by arc material (see below).  

 

4. Structural analyses 

  The bulk architecture of the Mandula area results of a multiphase deformation 

(Fig.6). A pervasive deformation is widespread in the turbidite unit. The primary 

bedding (S0) is deformed by regional isoclinal folds with a relatively large scattering 

of axes from NW to NE. An axial planar cleavage (S1) is well developed (Figs. 6C, D 

and E). The bedding-cleavage relationships indicate a northward (NE or NW) 

vergence (Fig.7A). Acidic volcanic layers in the turbidite also develop north-verging 

recumbent folds with nearly N90E striking axes. Intrafolial folds are also observed in 

sandstone-siltstone lithofacies assemblage (Fig. 7 B). In the conglomerate layers of 

the turbidite, pebbles exhibit a NW-SE striking stretching lineation (Fig. 7C). Both in 

outcrop and thin section scales, these elongated pebbles and the matrix show  

 

Fig.6 Geological map, structural elements (A) and cross section (B) of the Mandula area; modified 

after Geological Survey Institute of Inner Mongolia, (2004); C-E showing the projection of 

cleavage and sedimentary bedding of the turbidite; F showing the projection of sedimentary 

bedding of the Zhesi Formation.  
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kinematic indicators such as asymmetric pressure shadows, sigmoidal aggregates, 

indicate a top-to-the-NW sense of shear (Figs.7C and D). The olistostrome 

geometrically overlying the turbidite unit is also involving the nearly NW-SE  

 

Fig.7 Field pictures of the deformation style. (A) Ta, Tac, Tcd division of Bouma; the bedding 

(S0)-cleavage(S1) angular relationships and upward fining bedding indicate NW ward vergence; (B) 

intrafolial fold in turbidites composed of dark grey thin bedded sandstone and grey medium 

bedded siltstone; In the inverted limb, the sandstone shows graded bedding; (C) NW-SE elongated 

pebble in turbidite (Ta), indicating NW shearing; (D) Pressure shadow at the margins of feldspar 

clast, showing top-to-the NW sense of shear; (E-F) the volcanic bedding of the Dashizhai 

Formation steep dipping while sedimentary intercalation with well developed cleavage. (G-H) the 

Zhesi Formation is gentle dipping with pebbles of limestone, volcanic rock and mudstone of 

underlying strata.  
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shortening by locally well developed scaly foliation and flattened boulders. The thick 

volcanic bedding of the Dashizhai formation develops open fold with nearly E-W axis. 

Although no cleavage within the volcanic bedding is observed, the sedimentary 

intercalations within the volcanic rocks develop pervasive N or S dipping cleavage 

(Figs.7E and F). The structurally overlying Middle Permian Zhesi Formation is 

characterized by E-W trending, hectomoter to kilometer of wavelength, open folds 

with axes plunging gently eastward or westward, and devoid of axial planar cleavage 

(Figs.6F, 7G and H).   

 

5. Geochronological constraints 

New zircon dating is obtained for magmatic and sedimentary rocks by ICP-MS 

U-Pb analyses. Cathodoluminescence (CL) images were performed by CAMECA 

SX-50 microprobe at Peking University in order to document zircon internal 

structures. Zircon laser ablation ICP-MS U-Pb analyses were conducted on an Agilent 

7500a ICP-MS equipped with a 193 nm laser in the China University of Geosciences, 

Beijing. Laser spot size was set to ~36μm for analyses, laser energy density at 8.5 

J/cm
2
 and repetition rate at 10 Hz. Isotopic ratios and element concentrations of 

zircons were calculated using GLITTER (ver. 4.4, Macquarie University). Concordia 

ages and diagrams were obtained using Isoplot/Ex (3.0, Ludwig, 2003). The common 

lead was corrected using LA-ICP-MS Common Lead Correction (ver. 3.15), following 

the method of Andersen (2002). All magmatic sample ages reported below are 

concordia ages (uncertainties are given at the 95% confidence limit).  

 

5.1 Magmatic rock dating 

5.1.1 Basalt (Sample 090719-07; 42º22΄38˝, 109 º 58΄57˝)  

This sample was taken from the southern part of the Mandula area. In CL images 

zircons appear heterogeneous. The dominant population consists of short prismatic 

grains with a broadly spaced zoning. A few grains are prismatic and display 

rhythmically zoned mantle with an inherited core. All isotopic compositions scatter 

concordantly along the Concordia curve, and most of the grains are grouped at 289±4 

Ma (n=8) and at 437±2Ma (n=6; Fig.8A). Four grains with a more or less rounded 

shape, with an internally patchy structure yield a Proterozoic age (ca.1.4~1.8Ga). 

These grains are interpreted as xenocrysts.  

 

5.1.2 Altered gabbro (Sample sgz-3; 42º24΄50˝, 109 º 33΄22˝) 

In this sample, most of zircon grains display patchy and widely spaced zoning 

gabbroic zircons (Corfu et al., 2003), but other grains have internally heterogeneous 

structures. The analyses are either clustered at 257±1Ma (n=6; Fig.8B) or dispersed 

along the Concordia from ca. 280 to 400Ma, as well as three grains of Proterozoic age. 

Those relatively old zircons, either internally homogeneous or rhythmically zoned, are 

regarded as xenocrysts. We consider that the age of 257Ma corresponds to the 

crystallization age of the gabbro intrusion. 
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Fig.9 U-Pb Concordia diagrams for samples: (A)Basalt (090719-07); (B) Altered gabbro (sgz-3); 

The sample location is shown in Fig.2. The data ellipses are defined by standard errors (1 sigma) 

in 
206

Pb/
238

U, 
207

Pb/
235

U and 
207

Pb/
206

Pb, and grey areas represent inherited zircons in (A), (B) and 

(C). The black areas in (A) represent analytical concordia age of the Early Paleozoic inherited 

zircons.  

 

5.2 Detrital zircon dating 

Two sandstone samples, collected in the sandstone-conglomerate lithofacies 

(090720-22), mudstone lithofacies (090720-34) of turbidite have been processed for 

detrital zircon dating. The raw data for age spectra are given in Table 2 and illustrated 

in the statistical diagrams (Fig.9). Zircon grains from all these samples mainly 50-150 

μm in size, typically well zoned or patchy zoned with euhedral crystal faces are 

representative of a first magmatic cycle and short transport history.  

Of 75 grains analyzed in sample 090720-22, 2 grains are discordant and disused 

in the probability density diagram. Most of the zircon grains of the sample define a 

~285Ma and a ~431Ma grains populations, with five Proterozoic age grains at 

~2500Ma (n=2), ~1800Ma (n=2) and 1200Ma (n=1) (Fig.9A).  

30 grains are analyzed in sample 090720-34. The zircon population consists of 

two main groups at 284 and 478Ma, with four sub-groups at 271 Ma, 310 Ma, 458 Ma, 

and 512Ma, respectively. The youngest grains are at 258Ma (Fig.9B). 

The zircon population at ca. ~280Ma (Early Permian) found in both sample 

090720-22 and 090720-34 is similar to the age of the nearby magmatic rocks. Thus 

these zircon grains are probably derived from the contemporaneous magmatic activity. 

This interpretation is supported by the euhedral crystal habitus, and the numerous 

basaltic and acidic volcanic fragments found in sandstone-conglomerate lithofacies. 

The zircon population of ~430-480Ma is similar to the southern Bainaimiao arc 

magmatism (Jian et al., 2008; Li et al., 2010). Therefore, the southern Early Paleozoic 

arc magmatic rocks are the most likely source for this population. It should be 

underlined that there is an important age gap in the Devonian and Early Carboniferous 

(Fig.9), suggesting a lack of magmatism in this period around our study area. 

Therefore, a continuous oceanic subduction coeval with an arc magmatism from Early 

Paleozoic to Permian (Xiao et al., 2003) is not documented by the age of detrital 

zircons.  
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Fig.9 Probability density diagram for the age of detrital zircons from turbidite unit and 

olistostrome unit; y-axis represents the number of zircon grain and relative probability, x-axis 

represents the age 
206

Pb /
238

U of zircon grain (
206

Pb /
207

Pb age for zircon older than 1Ga); the 

minimum width for histogram is 8Myr. The grey column represents the statistical magnitude, and 

the curve represents relative probability density. N is the total number of analyzed grains. The 

inset of (A) shows the general age distribution of sample 090720-22.  

 

6. Discussion  

6.1 The olistostrome or tectonic mélange? 

The difference between the olistostrome and the tectonic mélange are widely 

documented (Hsu, 1974; Potter and Pettijohn, 1977; Wang., 1981; Carine and Michel, 

2004). But care must be taken in the outcrops. In the Mandula area, the olistostrome is 

distinct with tectonic mélange as follows: i) the matrix is mainly composed sandstone 

and mudstone. Moreover, there is a gradual trend with sandstone decreasing and 

mudstones increasing northward till the turbidite unit.  ii) No typical tectonic 

shearing deformation and intermediate-high grade metamorphism are observed in the 

Mandula area. To the south, the head areas of slumps are dominated by 

demi-continuous bedding while the northern part of the slumps tends to be dominated 

by compressional structures such as folds and thrusts. The inhomogeneous 
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deformation suggests southern part extension while northern part compression, 

indicating the northward movement. iii) In the olistostrome unit the blocks include 

limestone, sandstone, acidic volcanic rocks while in the turbidite unit expose basalt, 

volcanic bedding and gabbro intrusion. The typical ophiolitic blocks, such as 

serpentinite do not exist. The limestone blocks lithologically and paleontologically 

similar with the southern Amushan Formation (IMBGMR, 2004), suggest the 

Amushan Formation as a potential source. This is also consistence with uneven slump 

structure and the kinematic indicator in the siliceous mudstone.  

There is also volcanic bedding or block in the turbidite unit. The andesitic rocks 

are volcanic sills emplaced in the turbidite since it has age 282±3Ma similar to the 

northern volcanism (Dashizhai Formation). The existence of numerous volcanic clasts 

in the conglomerate assemblage and volcanic bedding in the turbidite suggests 

generally coeval volcanism and turbidity deposits. Thus the Mandula study area is 

dominated by olistostrome and volcano-sediments. The reality of the “Solonker” 

ophiolite should be reassessed.  

 

6.2 The sedimentary setting  

The turbidite can be divided into four main lithofacies assemblage. The thick 

bedded conglomerate assemblages contain plenty of various sized mudstone rip-up 

clasts with poorly sorted sandstone matrix. The typical graded structures are not 

observed, indicating the genesis of debris-flow or inertia debris-flow (Postma et al., 

1988) or high-density turbidite. The medium-thick bedded sandstone assemblage 

shows finer grain-size in contrast to the pebbly sandstone may suggest a bipartite 

gravity flow (Tinterri et al., 2003), of which pebbly sandstone facies are deposited 

from the lower current and the medium-thick sandstone from the upper current. The 

abundant mudstone fragments in the conglomerates and pebbly sandstone facies 

indicate channel incision into an underlying mudstone lithofacies. The erosional base 

and lenticular shape of conglomerate lithofacies assemblage suggests depositing as 

channel fill. The siltstone-fine sandstone couplets with well developed climbing ripple 

laminae juxtaposed with slumped turbidites are interpreted as channel-margin or levee 

facies (Walker, 1985).  

The medium/thick-bedded sandstone assemblage includes two types. The 

amalgamation of thick bedded sandstone with flatten bedding can be correlated to 

high-density turbidites or concentrated-density flow (Lowe, 1982; Mulder and 

Alexander, 2001). The random stacking of the medium-thick bedded sandstone 

exhibiting erosive structure, grading bedding and locally dewatering structure 

represents a high-density turbidite while the presence of many Tbc and Tcde division 

of rhythmic sandstone and mudstone lithofacies indicates deposition from low-density 

turbidite current (Lowe, 1982). The thickness of Medium/thick-bedded sandstone 

assemblage is less systematic changed at mapping scale, suggesting a steady sheet 

sandstone body. 

The thin bedded sandstone assemblage is considered as low-density turbidites 

and classical turbidite (Lowe, 1982; Walker, 1992) based on the facies characteristics 

that grading structure, traction-current structure of Bouma sequence (Bouma, 1962). 
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The mudstone contains turbidite mudstone and hemipelagic mudstone. The lower 

sandstone/mudstone ratio rhythmic sandstone beds might deposit in distal area 

relative to the higher sandstone/mudstone ratio rhythmic alternating sandstone beds 

and the mudstone mainly consists of hemipelagic mudstone.  

The mudstone-dominated assemblage generally derived from hemipelagic 

suspension materials that deposit in a slope or geographic high setting. This 

environment cannot be affected by turbidity current.  

The development of olistostrome and turbidite is common in the slope 

environment (Jacobi, 1984; Postma, 1984; Christopher et al., 1987; Liuz, et al., 1998; 

Direen, et al., 2008). In Mandula area the slumped structure and the source of 

olistostrome unit suggest a northward movement. In the downslope areas, 

compression is more common with thrusting and bulldozing of basin-floor sediments 

(Lewis, 1971; Dingle, 1977). To the north of the olistostrome occurs the turbidite 

which also received the southern materials. The lithofacies assemblage within the 

turbidite displays a general northward or northwestward gradual low-density turbidite 

evolutional trend, indicating a geographically northward deeper. The southern 

Amushan Formation is dominated by bioclastic limestone, reef and sandstone and was 

interpreted as the continental marginal shallow sea and carbonate platform setting 

(IMBGMR, 2004). Thus the Mandula area is slope setting that deposits the southern 

shallow sea sediments and the northern volcanic materials. It is also possible that the 

turbidite unit is from the olistostrome deposits evolution during slump process 

(Reading, 1996; Haughton, et al., 2009).  

 

6.3 The geochemical constraint  

In the Mandula study area, the turbidity deposits are coeval with a basaltic and 

acidic volcanism to the south and north respectively. The basalts are tholeiitic series, 

with low TiO2 and P2O5, flat REE, or slightly depleted LREE spectra, enrichment in 

LILE but strong depletion in Nb and Ta, and initial 
87

Sr /
86

Sr = 0.7046-0.70537, 

eNd=3.4-7.8 (Jian et al., 2010; Chen et al., 2012). These features were interpreted as 

N-MORB with arc signature, indicative of proto-arc in a supra subduction zone 

setting (Jian et al., 2010). By contrast, Chen et al (2012) argued for a juvenile ocean 

basin setting with magma genesis of enriched mantle or N-MORB-like depleted 

asthenospheric mantle contaminated and metasomatized by arc material. The later 

interpretation is supported by our 437Ma and 1400-1800 Ma zircon xenocrysts in 

basalt that might be scavenged by the ascending magma. Also, the coeval basaltic and 

acidic volcanic rocks suggest a bimodal signature, indicative of intracontinental 

rifting. 

In the Hongqi area, the acidic-intermediate volcanic rocks with age of 272Ma 

display a pronounced A-type affinity and a significant contribution of crustal-derived 

rocks in their petrogenesis (Chen, 2011). To the north of the Mandula area, Zhang et 

al., (2011) reported an Early Permian mafic and felsic volcanic rocks which involved 

subduction-related metasomatized asthenosphere and lithospheric mantle components 

and melts of mixed source of predominant juvenile basaltic underplates and minor 

ancient crustal materials.  
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Based on geochemical and sedimentary facies data mentioned above, we propose 

an intracontinental rift developed during the Early Permian in the Mandula area. The 

rifting is probably controlled by normal faults and forms a northward deeper 

geography accommodating the turbidite and the olistostrome units.  

 

6.4 The closure of rift  

Both the turbidite unit and the olistostrome unit experienced a compressional 

tectonics resulting in the development of the northwest-directed recumbent and/or 

isoclinal folds. This NW-SE compression causing the closure of the rift involved the 

Early Permian litho-tectonic units. The Middle Permian Zhesi Formation (~265Ma) 

was also subjected to a nearly NW-SE compression event, reflecting a same strain 

regime to the turbidite during the Middle Permian. An unconformity relationship was 

reported between the Early Permian volcanic rocks (Dashizhai Formation) and the 

Middle Permian Zhesi Formation (Wang et al., 1999, 2002). It is worth noting that in 

the Mandual area, triassic sediments is absent (Mueller et al., 1991; IMBGMR 2004; 

Shi et al., 2006). But Late Permian to Middle Triassic alkaline and calc-alkaline 

undeformed granitoids emplaced near the study area (Zhang et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 

2010). These undeformed rocks provide an upper limit for the NW-directed 

deformation. Thus, it is most possible that the closure of the rift happened during late 

Permian time.  

 

 

7. Conclusion 

i) The Mandula area is composed of olistostrome, turbidite and coeval Early 

Permian basalts and acidic volcanic rocks. The previous mélange blocks indeed are 

olistoliths and volcanic sills in the turbidite.  

ii) The sedimentary setting is continental slope with a northward deeper trend. 

The sources of the olistostrome and turbidite are from the southern Early Paleozoic 

material and contemporaneous Permian volcanic magmatism. 

iii) The sedimentary succession in the Mandula area characterized as NW 

verging isoclinal fold indicating a NW-SE directed shortening.  

iv) Integrating the lithofacies assemblage, regional geochemical data and 

deformation style, we argued that the Mandula area experienced an Early Permian 

intracontinental rifting and Late Permian closure of the rift.  
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[Guanzhong SHI] 
 

[Évolution polycyclique de l'Est de la Central-Asie Orogénique Belt—Microtectonique analyse, 
géochronologie et tectonique dans le centre d’Inner Mongolie, la Chine] (en français) 

Résumé : (1700 caractères max.) 

Il est débattue sur le temps closural finale de l'océan paléo-asiatique et la position. Certains géologues ont 

préconisé la suture "Solonker" marque la zone closural finale du Permien , tandis que d'autres insistent sur le fait 

Paléozoïque milieu. Nos trois domaines d'étude, le Hongqi , le Ondor Somme et le Mandula ont essentiel et 

important de résoudre ces controverses. 

Les unités litho-tectonique reconnus dans le domaine Hongqi-Ondor Sum sont le mélange Belt de Hongqi-

Ondor Sum, la Belt de l'arc Bainaimiao, craton du Nord de Chine et les roches sédimentaires post-orogéniques. Le 

Mélange Belt de Hongqi-Ondor Sum connu déformation ductile en deux phases et une phase de la déformation 

ductile-fragile. D1 est responsable de la S1 foliation, linéation minérale L1, et intrafolial pli F1. Les critères 

cinématique indique un sens cisaillement de top-to-the-NW. D2 est caractérisée par divers taille de plis 

asymétriques avec axe presque NE correspondant à la poussée NW cisaillement. D3 formé le cadre régional dans 

le Hongqi et les zones Ondor Sum. 

La zone Mandula contient les sédiments olistostrome, les sédiments turbiditiques et roches volcano-

sédimentaires. Grains de zircons détritiques dans des échantillons sédimentaires indiquent la zone d'étude 

Mandula reçu des matériaux d'arc Bainaimiao et matières contemporaines de l'éruption volcanique du Permien. 

Les sédiments et les roches volcaniques dans la région Mandula soumettent un NW-SE ou près de N-S du 

raccourcissement. 

les données géologiques indiquent qu'une subduction et collsion dans Paléozoïque inférieur, et rifting et 

fermeture rift dans Palezoic supérieur. Les fragments ophiolitiques "Solonker" sont en effet olistostrome. 

Composants ophiolitiques typiques ne sont pas observés dans la région Mandula. 

 

Mots clés : Centrale de la Mongolie intérieure; Asie ceinture orogénique centrale; déformation polyphasée; 

sédimentaire faciès analyse; évolution tectonique 

  
[Polycyclic evolution of the Eastern Central-Asia Orogenic Belt— 

Microtectonic analysis, geochronology and tectonics in Central Inner Mongolia] (en anglais) 

Summary : (1700 caractères max.) 
It is hotly debated about the final closural time and position of the Paleo-Asian Ocean. Some geologists 

advocated the “Solonker” suture marks the final closural zone in Permian, whereas others insist in middle 

Paleozoic. Our three study areas, the Hongqi, the Ondor Sum and the Mandula is essential and important to solve 

those controversies. 

The litho-tectonic units recognized in the Hongqi-Ondor Sum area include the Hongqi-Ondor Sum mélange 

belt, the Bainaimiao arc belt, North China Craton and post-orogenic unconformably sedimentary rocks. The 

Hongqi-Ondor Sum mélange belt experienced two phase ductile deformation and one phase ductile-brittle 

deformation. D1 is responsible for the regional greenschist foliation S1, elongated mineral lineation L1, and 

intrafolial fold F1. The kinematic criteria indicates a top-to-the-NW shearing sense. D2 is characterized by various 

sized of unsymmetrical folds with nearly NE axis corresponding to the NW thrust shearing. D3 formed the 

regional framework in the Hongqi and the Ondor Sum areas. 

The Mandula area contains olistostrome sediments, turbiditic sediments and volcano-sedimentary rocks. 

Detrital zircon grains in sedimentary samples argue the Mandula study area received the southern Bainaimiao arc 

materials and coeval Permian volcanic erupting materials nearby. The sediments and volcanic rocks in Mandula 

area subject a nearly NW-SE or N-S compressional shortening. 

The geological data support that an Early Paleozoic subduction and collsioan, Late Palezoic rifting and rift 

closure model. The so called “Solonker” ophiolitic fragments indeed are olistostrome. Typical ophiolite 

components are not observed in the Mandula area. 

 

Keywords : Central Inner Mongolia; Central Asian Orogenic Belt; Polyphase deformation; Sedimentary facies 

analysis; Tectonic evolution 
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